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ABSTRACT

Benjamin M. Perlman

BIOMECHANICS OF AN AMPHIBIOUS FISH: MORPHOLOGY, KINEMATICS,
KINETICS, AND MOTOR CONTROL OF THE MANGROVE RIVULUS,
KRYPTOLEBIAS MARMORATUS (CYPRINODONTIFORMES)

Dissertation under the direction of
Miriam A. Ashley-Ross, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Biology

Animal function does not always fit its body form, with the mangrove rivulus
(Kryptolebias marmoratus) being a terrific exemplar. This modern teleost fish has a
characteristic-looking fish body plan that does not suggest its ability to efficiently transition
from water to land, let alone to locomote once out of the water. I performed many
exploratory studies to describe the types of behaviors these fish use during their forays onto
land and how they move on land, along with describing the morphology of their axial
musculature. I predicted these fish would generate forces in a direction that would result in
maximum lateral displacement for the purposes of trying to avoid a predator, find another
body of water, or to search for food on land. I also predicted the motor pattern that drives
the escape response for these fish in aquatic habitats will be similar to the motor pattern
used to drive the escape response when on land since the behaviors look very similar. We
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used high speed video cameras to record individuals transitioning from water to land via a
clay ramp (15° slope). I also used a multi-axis force plate to measure the ground reaction
forces (GRF) generated and the impulse values (force x time) in three directions,
comparing individuals to the exclusively aquatic largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides).
I recorded the motor patterns generated in water and on land via electromyography. K.
marmoratus used the launch, pounce, and squiggle to transition out of the water. The
greatest GRF were generated in the anteroposterior (AP) direction, as expected, for the
mangrove rivulus to achieve maximum lateral displacement, compared to the bass, which
showed little to no lateral displacement. Impulses for the rivulus were the greatest in AP
direction, whereas they were greatest in the vertical direction for bass. Mangrove rivulus
used a modified C-start motor pattern (used in aquatic escape responses) to drive the
terrestrial tail-flip. There is a trend that the axial muscles have separate dorsal and
longitudinal bundles, possibly allowing for greater control of the tail-flip. Without having
obvious morphological characteristics suggesting these fish are able to move well out of
water, we have a terrific example providing insight that amphibious behavior might be
more common than previously thought.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE DISSERTATION
Because of the physical requirements of locomotion in and on different media,
adaptation produces an array of specialized body forms. Long, high aspect wings allow
albatross to glide across entire ocean basins. Cheetahs are able to stealthily chase potential
prey in the open savannah because of their elongated hind limbs, flexible vertebral column,
and streamlined body profile. Badgers are some of the most successful fossorial animals
with the concentration of their forelimb muscle mass located distally to better assist in
moving earth out of the way. Mudskippers, which live both in water and on land, have a
jointed pectoral fin structure that allows them to crutch along muddy substrates with their
pectoral fins when out of the water.
The evolution of fully terrestrial vertebrates from aquatic vertebrates has apparently
occurred only once. Yet we see many species of amphibious fishes such as the mudskipper
that have independently evolved adaptations for temporary forays onto land. Given that
thousands of species live at or near the shoreline, might amphibious behavior be more
common than obvious morphological adaptations suggest?
The link between morphology and function allows for prediction of life history
habits even in extinct organisms. For example, Tiktaalik roseae, the Devonian (~370
million years ago) fossil fish, had multiple bones and extensive fin rays in its pectoral fins;
these have been hypothesized to be a precursor to digits that provide flexibility to move on
land and respond to load-bearing situations to support their body out of water (Ahlberg and
Clack, 2006; Shubin et al., 2006). Tiktaalik also apparently had the ability to rotate its head
relative to its body, allowing for pitch and yaw; movement of the head due to a flexible
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neck may have provided the fish with increased ability to locate prey items or predators on
land.
Are there cases where body form does not seem to follow function? A model
example to test this situation is the extant mangrove rivulus, Kryptolebias marmoratus
(Cyprinodontiformes), a quasi-amphibious fish that has been found to make temporary
excursions onto land. Searching for prey items, new habitat due to anoxic water conditions,
avoiding intraspecific competition, or escaping from a predator are possible reasons that
drive this fish to move onto land (Harrington, 1961; Abel et al., 1987; Taylor, 2000; Regan
et al., 2011). Cutaneous respiration allows the mangrove rivulus to survive once out of the
water for weeks at a time (Grizzle and Thiyagarajah, 1987; Taylor, 1990). In a laboratory
study, Taylor (1990) found that mangrove rivulus survived up to 66 days when fully
emersed (exposed and out of the water) in moist conditions. Yet different physical
conditions such as gravity will place new constraints on the fish such as having to
counteract its body weight to move on land while restricted to use the same machinery as
in the water. K. marmoratus lacks obvious external morphological features such as
modified paired fins that would suggest its terrestrial habits, making it difficult to predict
how this fish is able to transition from water to land and direct its movement once out of
its aquatic medium. How does this fish manipulate its appendages and/or axial system to
make occasional forays onto land?
Kryptolebias marmoratus is an attractive model organism for form-function
questions for another reason: their population structure and reproductive strategy. The
mangrove rivulus is found along the coast of the western Atlantic Ocean from central
Florida, USA, to southern Brazil (Davis et al., 1990), along with many of the Caribbean
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islands throughout this geographic range. Populations of these fish live in red, black, and
white mangrove swamps, hence their name, also occupying burrows of the land crab,
Cardisoma guanhumi (Davis et al., 1990; Huber, 1992). These fish are self-fertilizing
hermaphrodites, with three different life history strategies: (1) remaining a self-fertilizing
hermaphrodite throughout their life history; (2) being born a self-fertilizing hermaphrodite
and then transitioning into a male, known as a secondary male; and (3) being born a male
(Harrington, 1971). There are no females in this species, and once a male, these fish cannot
transition back into a hermaphrodite. Internal sexual fertilization occurs, so each egg that
is laid is considered an isogenic clone of its parent. Populations that are heterozygous at
certain loci may become homozygous due to the ability of selfing (self-fertilization) in
approximately 10-15 generations (Tatarenkov et al., 2010). Genetically distinct
populations are capable of forming due to allopatry. Some populations of mangrove rivulus
may therefore perform differently compared to a geographically distant and genetically
distinct population.
With the relatively low maintenance required to rear K. marmoratus in the
laboratory, we can remove the confounding factors of environmental differences to isolate
any kinematic performance differences due to genetics alone. Correlating morphological
and kinematic differences with specific genes will begin to help us understand how a
specific gene or gene region undergoes selection through multiple generations and how
that might influence the phenotypes as expressed by the animal’s biomechanics. Even
though all of the individuals in a selfing-only population would be genetic clones of their
parents, phenotypic differences due to variations in gene expression could possibly
translate to differences in locomotor performance, fitness, and other characteristics that
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lead to population diversity. These potential differences in locomotor performance based
on various phenotypes might lead to certain individuals seeking out different habitats best
suited to their ecophysiology.
Mangrove rivulus were observed to be “wiggling” and “flipping” out of emergent
logs, which were hollowed out by termites and other insects (Kristensen 1970, Huehner et
al. 1985, Davis et al. 1990, Taylor et al. 2008). One of the first questions to answer is how
do mangrove rivulus perform these “jumps” and “flips?” To answer that question, Gibb
and colleagues used high speed video cameras to capture their terrestrial behavior in detail
(Gibb et al., 2013). These fish, lying on their lateral aspect when out of the water, lift their
head above the substrate, rotate it toward their tail, forming a c-bend. These fish continue
to rotate through this c-bend and press down against the substrate with their caudal
peduncle, launching into the air as a ballistic projectile, known as the tail-flip behavior
(Gibb et al., 2011). Sometimes, mangrove rivulus maintain a prone position, where their
ventral surface is in contact with the ground and they generate a tail-flip from that position
(Gibb et al., 2013). The pectoral fins are splayed to the sides, possibly providing additional
stability to maintain the prone position. While in this position, the posterior region of the
body is torqued approximately 90°, allowing the dorsal and anal fins to act as paired
appendages, most likely providing further stability for that region of the fish when out of
the water (Gibb et al., 2013). With the dorsal fin set towards the posterior region of the
body, this subtle twist seems to allow for efficient place-holding and stability before a tailflip is performed. Knowing the broad strokes of how these fish are generating flips and
jumps to get out of logs is one thing, yet we still need to understand the details of the
functional morphology and biomechanics of how the behavior is generated: how these fish
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transition from water to land, and how they locomote on land, other than the tail-flip
behavior, to enter into logs and other emergent objects.
In Chapter I, we conducted an exploratory experiment to describe the behaviors
used by the mangrove rivulus as they moved from water onto land. Using high speed video
cameras from lateral and dorsolateral positions, we recorded individual mangrove rivulus
moving from water onto a sloping clay platform in a 2.5 gallon tank. We observed three
distinct behaviors: launches, squiggles, and pounces.
In Chapter II, we conducted experiments to record the ground reaction forces
generated in three different planes (anteroposterior, mediolateral, and vertical). Gibb et al.
(2013) found the mangrove rivulus to tail-flip up to 10 body lengths, whereas the juvenile
largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides) performed thrashes, with little to no lateral
displacement. We hypothesized that the adult mangrove rivulus would generate the greatest
forces in the anteroposterior and mediolateral directions, with the vertical forces being the
smallest, due to the coordinated tail-flip behavior causing lateral displacement. For
comparative purposes, we predicted that size-matched juvenile largemouth bass
(Micropterus salmoides), which are exclusively aquatic fish, would generate the greatest
forces in the vertical direction due to their uncoordinated thrashing behavior, with the
inability to move laterally. Our hypotheses were supported. We also conducted micro-CT
scans of the mangrove rivulus and largemouth bass to further compare the skeletal
structures, focusing on the hypural bones, to note if the bone morphology would reflect a
“good” jumper as in the mangrove rivulus or a “poor jumper” as exemplified by the bass.
The hypurals were found to be fused together in the mangrove rivulus, most likely
providing additional surface area for muscle attachment to generate greater thrust during
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the tail-flip behavior for a longer jump, whereas the bass had a characteristic teleost
morphology of hypurals, lacking fusion among the many hypural bones representative of
“poor jumpers.”
In Chapter III, we hypothesized that a similar motor pattern was responsible for the
aquatic C-start escape response compared to the terrestrial tail-flip in the mangrove rivulus
due to the grossly similar kinematics for the two behaviors. We used electromyography to
record the activity of epaxial and hypaxial muscles in paired anterior and posterior regions
of the body, eliciting an aquatic escape, immediately followed by removing the fish from
a tank and eliciting a tail-flip on land. We found an altered motor pattern for the tail-flip,
notably the presence of asynchronous ipsilateral muscle activity and synchronous
contralateral muscle activity in Stage 1 of the tail-flip.
In Chapter IV, we conducted an exploratory study describing the axial musculature
of the mangrove rivulus. We found a trend of somewhat distinct dorsal and ventral
longitudinal muscle bundles from the pectoral girdle to the posterior regions. This muscle
arrangement is different from the characteristic-looking “W” shape of the individual
myomeres; the myomeres of the mangrove rivulus have a “V” shape in the medial part of
the body relative to the long axis of the body. Testing the activity of these longitudinal
muscles during terrestrial behaviors might help explain how these fish are able to generate
dynamic tail-flips.
Studying the mangrove rivulus will force us to revisit some of our understanding
of the fossil record in terms of thinking how an animal’s body shape might fit a particular
function. If you were to find a fossilized mangrove rivulus, it would be difficult to predict
from its preserved skeleton that it was able to efficiently transition from water to land and
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direct its movement on land, as it lacks any obvious morphological features to accomplish
such feats. Fossilized cyprinodontoids had fused dorsal and ventral hypural bones,
sometimes referred to as a “plate-like hypural fan” (Gosline, 1963). The extant mangrove
rivulus has a similar tail morphology and streamlined body, allowing us to posit that their
ancestral counterparts may have been able to move onto land and possibly direct their
movement once on land in ways similar to the mangrove rivulus. Studying extant fishes,
and by extension, other extant animals with similar morphological features to their
evolutionary counterparts found in the fossil record, will help us understand the possible
kinematics and behavioral repertoire used by extinct fishes and other extinct animals to
predict how form may fit an unexpected function.
Chapter I has been published in the Journal of Experimental Biology. Chapter II
will be submitted to that journal as well. Chapter III has been accepted in the Journal of
Experimental Biology, and Chapter IV will be submitted to the Journal of Anatomy.
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ABSTRACT
Mangrove rivulus (Kryptolebias marmoratus) are small fusiform teleosts
(Cyprinodontiformes) with the ability to locomote on land, despite lacking apparent
morphological adaptations for terrestrial movement. Rivulus will leave their aquatic habitat
for moist, terrestrial environments when water conditions are poor, or, as we show here, to
capture terrestrial insects. Specimens were conditioned to eat pinhead crickets on one side
of their aquaria. After two weeks of conditioning, a barrier with a slope of 15° was partially
submerged in the middle of the tank, forcing the fish to transition from water to land and
back into water in order to feed. Kinematics during the transition were recorded using
Fastec high speed video cameras (125-250 fps). Videos were analyzed using Didge and
ImageJ software programs. Transition behaviors were characterized and analyzed
according to their specific type. Body oscillation amplitude and wave duration were
quantified for movements along the substrate, along with initial velocity for launching
behaviors. K. marmoratus used a diverse suite of behaviors to transition from water to land.
These behaviors can be categorized as launches, squiggles, and pounces. Prey were
captured terrestrially and brought underwater for consumption. K. marmoratus’s suite of
behaviors represents a novel solution to non-tetrapodal terrestrial transition, which
suggests that fishes may have been able to exploit land habitats transiently, without leaving
any apparent evidence in the fossil record.

KEYWORDS: mangrove rivulus, transitional kinematics, amphibious fish, locomotion
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INTRODUCTION
The capacity to transition from aquatic to terrestrial environments is most easily
recognized when accompanied by morphological specializations associated with weight
bearing in a gravity-dominated environment; e.g., fins that adopt a limb-like structure.
However, such anatomical changes are not always required for transient exploitation of the
terrestrial habitat. The mangrove rivulus Kryptolebias marmoratus (formerly Rivulus
marmoratus, Poey 1880) is an amphibious fish native to mangrove swamps ranging from
central Florida to northern Brazil (Davis et al., 1990). These small, fusiform teleosts of the
order Cyprinodontiformes are notable for their ability to fully emerse from the water when
conditions are poor (Abel et al., 1987; Taylor, 2000). Tidal fluctuations, elevated hydrogen
sulfide levels, and anoxic water conditions are common in upland mangrove environments
(Harrington, 1961). Mangrove rivulus respond to high sulfide levels and low oxygen levels
with a threshold-mediated emersion behavior (Abel et al., 1987; Regan et al., 2011). Taylor
(2000) has also tied emersion events to intraspecific competition. K. marmoratus have the
ability to respire cutaneously, a trait well suited for their habitat and emersion behaviors
(Grizzle and Thiyagarajah, 1987). Abel et al. (1987) showed K. marmoratus can survive
out of the water for more than 30 days in moist leaf litter, and Taylor (1990) witnessed
terrestrial survivability of 66 days in an artificial muddy environment. K. marmoratus have
recently been found concentrated inside of logs, which were far removed from the water,
with anywhere from a dozen to 100 individuals in a single log (Taylor et al., 2008). The
discovery of K. marmoratus in this surprising environment points to another adaptive trait:
the ability to locomote on land.
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Cursory descriptions of terrestrial motion such as “burrowing” in leaf litter,
“slithering” on land, and using an “S-shaped posture” when jumping were described by
Huehner et al. (1985). Taylor (1992) also employed adjectives with snake-like connotations
in his descriptions, using the term “serpentine” to characterize the motions of K.
marmoratus. In a laboratory study, Huehner et al. (1985) used the terms “slithering and
jumping” to describe the capture of termites on land and the fish’s subsequent return to the
water. A natural history study by Taylor (1992) found terrestrial food items in the stomachs
of fish that were sampled out of the water, providing further evidence that K. marmoratus
use directed terrestrial locomotion to exploit various land resources in the wild.
How, then, are these fish able to move from water to land? Amphibiousness is not
a new evolutionary trait in modern fishes. Proto-tetrapods such as Acanthostega most likely
moved terrestrially by dragging their bodies across the substrate with modified pectoral
fins in the late Devonian period (Carroll and Holmes, 2008). Anatomical modifications to
facilitate terrestrial movement are common in amphibious fish. Extant teleosts such as the
mudskipper (Periophthalmus koelreuteri), the clingfish (Sicyases sanguineus), and the
climbing perch (Anabas spp.) actively direct their terrestrial movement, aided by
morphological adaptations to their gill covers or paired fins (Harris, 1960; Ebeling et al.,
1970; Davenport and Abdul Martin, 1990). In contrast, quasi-amphibious fish such as
leaping blennies (Hsieh, 2010) and K. marmoratus have no obvious phenotypic
modifications for locomotion on land. Here we describe the kinematic and behavioral
characteristics that allow K. marmoratus to transition successfully from water to land in
pursuit of terrestrial prey.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals and Experimental Setup
Twelve specimens of Kryptolebias marmoratus were used, representing a mix of
wild-caught (Florida Keys, Florida, USA and Belize) and laboratory-reared individuals.
Selected K. marmoratus had an average total length (TL; tip of the snout to end of the tail
fin) of 4.14 ± 0.44 cm. Five of these specimens were housed separately in 2.5 gallon tanks
with brackish water (25 ppt salinity), maintained at 24 ± 1°C with a 12L:12D hour
photoperiod, and fed “pinhead” crickets once a day. These fish were conditioned to traverse
a barrier made of Permoplast modeling clay (AMACO, Indianapolis, IN, USA), flush with
the water surface, in the middle of the tank before feeding on the opposite side of the tank.
Conditioning lasted 3 to 4 weeks, and involved gradually increasing the barrier length until
the fish had to cross a terrestrial environment before feeding. The ultimate barrier was
sloped at 15° and plateaued above the water line (Fig. 1.1). The slope angle at the waterland interface of red mangrove swamps in the Florida Keys, Florida, USA and Lighthouse
Reef Atoll, Belize was measured to determine an ecologically relevant slope (range: 8-16°;
B.M. Perlman, unpublished); the slope used experimentally was within the range of natural
slopes.
Seven of the 12 specimens were used in trials to quantify the squiggle behavior
(defined below). Fish were housed in 32 oz. plastic containers under the same conditions
as above, and fed 1.5 mL of Artemia spp. nauplii solution per day. Squiggle trials were
captured on a flat, rectangular surface (22.5 cm by 34.5 cm) made of the same Permoplast
clay, slightly moistened with water, to simulate a transitional microenvironment from water
to land. One specimen was filmed on wetted bench-liner paper at a different facility.
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Similar trends were observed for the squiggle behavior on both flat surfaces and the sloped
barrier. All procedures were approved by the Wake Forest University IACUC (protocol
#A11-134).
Data Collection
All transitional behaviors observed on the sloped barrier were filmed in the same
tank in which the fish were housed. Room temperature remained at 24 ± 1°C. Data
collection took place between 10:00am and 4:00pm, during the fish’s daily feeding
schedule. Two Fastec high-speed video cameras (Fastec Imaging, San Diego, CA, USA)
were used to record all events; first at 250 frames per second (fps) illuminated by two
Flashpoint 160 LED lights, and later at 125 fps under ambient lighting. No differences in
behavior were noted between the two light conditions. One camera was suspended above
the tank at a 15° angle from the horizontal to capture the dorsal aspect of motion (this
camera was parallel to the slope of the clay barrier). The second camera was oriented
laterally to the tank (Fig. 1.1). Immobilized crickets were placed in the water on the right
side of the tank for transitional trials and placed on the barrier within 4 centimeters of the
water’s edge for feeding trials. Events were considered successful if the fish emersed at
least half of its body from the water. After traversing the barrier, fish were returned to the
left side of the tank using a dip net. All recorded behaviors occurred spontaneously.
Additional squiggle trials were recorded by taking fish out of their 32 oz. containers
and placing them on the wetted flat clay (or wetted bench liner). A Fastec camera was
suspended parallel to the clay’s surface, and recorded motion from a dorsal view at 250 fps.
No extra artificial lighting was necessary. Only squiggle behaviors of at least one
wavelength were analyzed.
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Data Analysis
High-speed videos were split into sequential BMP images and imported into the
program Didge (A. Cullum, Creighton University). Images were calibrated for distance
using an object of known size placed in the video field. Two-dimensional midline
coordinates (x, y) of the squiggle transitional behavior were manually digitized frame-byframe using the ‘segment’ function of Didge (Pace and Gibb, 2011) with 20 segments per
total length of each fish, starting at the tip of the snout and ending at the tip of the tail.
These 2D coordinates were then imported into a spreadsheet program. Trials that exhibited
body contact along the wall of the tanks during the transitional period were excluded from
the analysis. Sigma Plot (SYSTAT Software, Chicago, IL, USA) was used to create both a
midline trace and a body percentage trace of a representative squiggle. Adobe Illustrator
(Adobe Systems Inc., San Jose, CA, USA) was used to create a full-body trace of the
squiggle movement. Wave duration and amplitude of the squiggle motion were analyzed
from the coordinates. Wave amplitude is defined as the lateral distance that the body of the
fish is displaced from a direct line of motion, and is analyzed by drawing a line between
the start and end locations of a body point in the horizontal plane in a single wave and then
determining how far away the body point deviates from that line in each frame. Microsoft
Excel (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA, USA) was used to create an aggregate
illustration of the amplitude of each body point at any given time percentage through a
wave. All amplitude data were standardized to body length to compare across individuals
of different body lengths. The distance ratio of the squiggle behavior was also tabulated
(Pace and Gibb, 2011). The distance ratio is the forward linear distance a body point travels
from the beginning to the end of its path divided by the total, non-linear lateral distance
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that body point actually travels from frame to frame through the same pathway. This ratio
hints at the mechanical efficiency of a motion as described by Pace and Gibb (2011): larger
ratios have less lateral movement per forward distance traveled. Distance ratio and
maximum amplitude were evaluated for significant differences between body points in
IBM SPSS (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA) using a one-way ANOVA and Tukey’s
post-hoc test (α = 0.05). Homogeneity of variances was found in the distance ratio data (p
= 0.96) and maximum amplitude data (p = 0.30) using Levene’s test. Videos were analyzed
in ImageJ (NIH, http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij), to determine the take-off velocity, take-off
angle, and height of the launching mode of locomotion, as well as the distance and velocity
of the pounce mode of locomotion.
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RESULTS
Kryptolebias marmoratus were observed leaving the water using three distinct
modes of locomotion. “Launching” makes up 54% of the transitional behaviors,
“squiggling” accounts for 26%, and “pouncing” accounts for the remaining 20%. The first
mode, “launching,” involved the fish leaping out of the water (n = 5; 1-4 trials per specimen;
Fig. 1.2; see Movie S1.1 in supplementary material). Fish oriented themselves immediately
below the water’s surface, facing their eventual direction of motion, and used their tail fin
for rapid propulsion, starting from rest. Prior to launch, the fish curled into an “S” bend
and rapidly accelerated out of the water (Fig. 1.3; see Movie S1.2 in supplementary
material). Its tail continued to oscillate even when completely airborne. Take-off velocity
was calculated at 27.5 ± 3.7 (SEM) body-lengths (BL) per second (n = 5 fish; 16 total trials),
approximately 1 meter per second. Take-off angle from the water was consistent, averaging
47.6° ± 8.2° (range: 32.6° – 64.8°), allowing the fish to reach an average height of 3.2 ±
0.6 cm (~0.77 BL) above the water. If the fish did not clear the barrier, other behavioral
modes were used to reach the water on the other side, such as the squiggle.
The second-most frequent transitional behavior was the “squiggle,” which is
characterized by a bending of the head and tail toward one another in an oscillatory motion
(n = 9; 1-2 trials per fish; 1-3 waves per trial; Fig. 1.4; see Movie S1.3 in supplementary
material). In a squiggle, the fish curls into a “C” shape, splaying the pectoral fin located on
the outside of the body curvature over the substrate. The fish then yaws slightly, using the
pectoral fin as a pivot point to push and lift its body while it sweeps its tail and head through
an “S” shaped bend until it reaches the opposite curvature. In the process, the non-splayed
pectoral fin arches off the substrate, pivots around the splayed pectoral fin, and plants in a
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splayed configuration in a near mirror image of the original “C” shape. This motion,
representing a half wave, is then repeated. Multiple waves may occur throughout a squiggle.
The distinctive bends of the squiggle behavior are best illustrated by tracing the midline of
the fish (Fig. 1.5). Each tracked point along the body (20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100%)
behaved in a repeated, traceable spatiotemporal pattern (Fig. 1.6). The broad “figure 8”
motion of the tail and the tight “S” trace of 20% TL were consistent among specimens.
Maximum amplitude of the squiggle wave-form motion differed significantly
between some, but not all, points along the body (F = 29.4; p < 0.001; Fig. 1.7). The head
and tail had the largest maximum amplitudes during any single oscillation, while the midbody points had smaller amplitudes. The point at 20% of the total length had the lowest
maximum amplitude, which corresponded with the location of pectoral fin insertion; the
fish pivot at this point during the squiggle motion. Figure 1.8 illustrates the average
amplitude of each point along the body at any given time percentage through a wave. At
about 45% through a wave, body points at 80% TL and 100% TL had a small, sudden drop
in amplitude, which differed from the overall trends of the other body points. At this point
in time, the vertebral column bent at a point immediately anterior to 80% of the total length,
reversing the curvature of the segment between 80% TL and the tail. The same overall path
of motion was maintained as the tail continued toward the head region. The head, 80% TL,
and tail body points of the fish had the smallest distance ratio (linear displacement divided
by total distance travelled in a single wave) during the squiggle, while the point at 20% TL
had the highest distance ratio (F = 36.9; p < 0.001; Fig. 1.9). The squiggle movement was
rapid, with a wave duration of 0.34 ± 0.17 seconds.
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The third transitional behavior was a prey-capture technique, designated the
“pounce” (n = 2; 1-6 trials; Fig. 1.10; see Movie S1.4 in supplementary material). Upon
locating a cricket placed on the clay barrier, the fish oriented its body with its head region
flush with the water-land interface, resting on its ventral side, with both pectoral fins
splayed. The fish then curled its tail toward its body in the horizontal plane while slightly
moving its head in the opposite direction to make an “S” configuration (Fig. 1.10). This
wind-up motion was followed by the fish’s immediate acceleration toward the cricket,
sliding across the substrate in order to grasp the prey in its jaws. If successful, the fish
returned to the water, reversing its S-shaped behavior and curling its head toward its tail to
complete a 180° turn. Once immersed, the fish shook its head multiple times and then
consumed the prey item. If unsuccessful at capturing the prey item on land, the fish either
returned to the water with a similar behavior, reversing the “S” shape, or continued to the
other side of the tank via the squiggle motion. Only a single attempt at prey capture was
made while the fish was on land, regardless of making a successful or unsuccessful pounce.
Pounce behaviors were only observed for crickets placed no more than 2 cm from the
water’s edge, with an average distance of 1.21 ± 0.62 cm. Pounce velocity was relatively
slow compared with launching behavior, with an average of 5.38 ± 2.42 BL/sec, or 20.9 ±
8.0 cm/sec.
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DISCUSSION
Kryptolebias marmoratus were observed to use three very distinct, consistent
behaviors when transitioning from water to land: launches, squiggles, and pounces.
Launches and squiggles were directed locomotory behaviors onto land, while pounces were
used exclusively for terrestrial prey capture. All of these behaviors could be independently
elicited without a stimulus, although some were generated with specific conditional
variables such as the distance of cricket placement from the water-land interface on the
sloped barrier.
Ballistic launches from the water by aquatic vertebrates have been described in
numerous species (blacktip sharks, Brunnschweiler, 2005; flying fish, Davenport, 1990;
silver arowana, Lowry et al., 2005; sockeye salmon, Lauritzen et al., 2005; Trinidadian
guppies, Soares and Bierman, 2013). The larger species including sharks and cetaceans
typically launch into the air after a period of burst swimming (Brunnschweiler, 2005;
Davenport, 1990; Hester et al., 1963; Hui, 1989; Lauritzen, 2005), while smaller fish
accelerate out of the water after at most a few tail strokes from an “S”-start windup (these
results; Lowry, 2005; Soares and Bierman, 2013). The launch behavior of K. marmoratus
seems suited to rapidly propel the fish across a maximal distance. The average angle of the
launch, 47.6° ± 8.2° from the horizontal plane, is close to the angle of optimum projection
(45°) in a ballistic motion consisting of equal vertical and horizontal forces (Price and
Romano, 1998). However, there is substantial deviation (up to 8°) in this launch angle both
within and among specimens, likely due to slight differences in the initial aquatic position
of the fish. Fish sometimes landed in the water on the other side of the tank, but often hit
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the barrier and slid across the clay; the slope of the ramp might inhibit the ability of the
fish to visually predict where it will land before launch.
The “squiggle” of K. marmoratus is a novel mode of transitional locomotion, yet
employs muscle and bone structure common to all teleosts. The movement, involving the
splaying of the pectoral fin and yawing motions of the body axis, does not fit into any of
the classic lateral undulation, sidewinding, or concertina movements of snakes, opposing
any description of the squiggle as a “serpentine movement.” (Jayne, 1986; Pace and Gibb,
2011; Huehner et al., 1985; Taylor, 1992). During the squiggle, K. marmoratus relies
largely on its tail for propulsion while the planted pectoral fin acts as a pivot. Therefore,
traction against the substrate plays an important role in movement efficiency. Slipping was
periodically observed in the area surrounding the water-land interface of the sloped clay
barrier, where the fish could not make enough purchase on the partially submerged
substrate to move forward. Many squiggle trials were observed and recorded, but some
included wall effects and could only add to a qualitative description of the movement.
However, this suggests that the fish actively seeks complex, three-dimensional surfaces to
aid its terrestrial locomotion, a possible adaptation to the dense prop roots of its mangrove
environment. Distance ratios for each body point support the tail-based propulsion method
described above (Fig. 1.9). The pectoral fin insertion point at 20% TL has the least amount
of lateral movement during the forward motion while ratios for the head, tail, and 80% TL
of the fish were the lowest, and were not significantly different (Fig. 1.6). However, the
head’s lateral displacement appears to be due to both the tail-driven rotation at the pectoral
fins and the active pushing of the pectoral fins off the substrate. Comparison to distance
ratios for terrestrial movement in the limbless ropefish shows a higher ratio than K.
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marmoratus in every region but 20%, where distance ratios are similar. These differences
indicate that ropefish need a smaller amplitude of oscillation for forward motion. Ropefish
lack clear, significant differences in the distance ratios between each body percentage point,
which is most likely due to the equality of each body point’s contribution to oscillatory
motion (Pace and Gibb, 2011). This serves as a contrast to K. marmoratus, where a large
disparity is found in distance ratios between the extremes of the fish and the pectoral fin
insertion point at 20% TL. Distance ratio is a proxy for the mechanical “efficiency” of a
movement, as a lower distance ratio means that less time is spent moving forward (Pace
and Gibb, 2011), and more time spent moving laterally.
A single trial was recorded in which the fish squiggled through three
microenvironments: aquatic (0%-25% emersion), transitional (25%-75% emersion), and
terrestrial (75%-100% emersion) in three uninterrupted, sequential waves. Each wave had
a trend of increasing oscillatory amplitude as the fish moved from water to land (Fig. 1.11).
The squiggle motion of the fish while still submerged (0-25% emersion), included the
addition of aquatic tail-based propulsion, and a smaller lateral displacement was observed.
Distance ratios were higher in the aquatic zone than the terrestrial microenvironment;
however the transitional zone tended to have the highest distance ratios for each body point
(Fig. 1.12). Further kinematic analyses and a larger sample size are needed for each zone
to elucidate solid conclusions.
The pounce behavior is also seemingly novel in its execution. The splaying of
pectoral fins for stability on the substrate and the “line-up” behavior while still immersed
are unique. Mudskippers (Periophthalmus argentilineatus) are well known for their use of
pectoral fins during terrestrial locomotion, and the strategy of fin splaying seems to be
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similar; fins are oriented to maximize contact with the ground (Pace and Gibb, 2009).
However, a kinematic mode similar to the pounce has not been described in mudskippers
(Pace and Gibb, 2009). K. marmoratus often swam to and from the water-land edge for an
indefinite duration of time, stopping to line up with their prey and then swimming away
multiple times before attempting a pounce. Although the “S”-bend wind-up behavior for
the pounce is similar to the launch wind-up, the fish’s body orientation is much more
horizontal with respect to the water’s surface when preparing to pounce and the velocity of
the pounce motion is much slower than the take-off velocity of the launch. This suggests
that the fish are able to modulate the force of their rapid accelerations. Similar “S”-bend
ambush mechanisms have been recorded aquatically for elongate fishes by Porter and
Motta (2004). The narrow range of predator-prey distances observed for the pounce
suggests that this mode of behavior is very opportunistic. K. marmoratus only attempted
one pounce behavior per line-up. If unsuccessful at capturing prey out of the water, the fish
remained stationary on the clay surface, and eventually either continued to locomote across
the clay and into the water on the other side of the tank or returned to the water from where
it initially pounced. There was no second consecutive attempt at prey capture. Upon
successful prey capture, the fish always returned to the water, shaking its prey vigorously
before attempting to consume it. No incidence of complete terrestrial food consumption
was observed. Thus, K. marmoratus may go through a period of starvation when on land,
which corresponds with Brockman’s (1975) observation of emaciation in K. marmoratus
found far from sources of water.
The recorded data for the slope trials show that when given an environment
conducive to all three modes of locomotion, the launch behavior represents 54% of the
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fish’s transition kinematics, while the pounce and the squiggle made up 20% and 26% of
the fish’s movements, respectively. These numbers are not entirely accurate descriptors of
the observed frequency of the locomotory modes. The frequency of the launching behavior
when compared to the other behaviors may be the product of the laboratory environment,
and may not necessarily reflect the incidence of behaviors in the natural habitat of K.
marmoratus. The squiggle behavior was used somewhat more frequently than the analyzed
data reflect; many of these instances involved wall-effects, non-transitioning behavior, or
could not be properly filmed and identified and were thus discarded. Because the fish had
to travel a set distance to reach their food and encountered no predators during this
experiment, it can be postulated that the launch transitional behavior was the most
energetically efficient when compared with the squiggle because it covered a longer
distance with a single effort. The squiggle seems to be a more cautious approach to
locomotion: in their natural habitat, fish would be able to alter the direction of movement
in order to find shelter or escape potential predators. The blind-landing nature of the launch
and inability of the fish to alter its direction once in the air suggests that the launch may be
a more dangerous method of moving from water to land in a mangrove swamp. We noted
that fish were more likely to squiggle on the wetted, flat clay surface in places where water
had pooled or beaded up. When on completely dry clay, the fish implemented another
strictly terrestrial mode of jumping, a “tail-flip,” in which the fish lifts and curls its head
over the center of mass and uses its tail to propel itself away from a stimulus (Gibb et al.,
2011; 2013). As the tail-flip is not a transitional behavior, we did not describe it in this
study. It is possible that the squiggle behavior is only used in a narrow range of
environments, where there is not enough water to execute an aquatic launch and not enough
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traction to execute a tail-flip. Squiggle transitional behaviors have been observed in the
wild from fish that were captured and returned to their habitat (B.M. Perlman, unpublished).
Though this study is the first published description of the transitional behavior of
K. marmoratus, limited evidence suggests that some other fishes may move terrestrially
using a similar squiggle method, such as three walking catfish species (Clarias batrachus,
Clarias gariepinus, Ictalurus punctatus; Pace et al., 2010). Furthermore, Cucherousset et
al. (2012) have reported instances of a pounce-like behavior in the wels catfish (Silurus
glanis) when ambushing birds found along the shore. The kinematics of terrestrial motion
in such organisms have not yet been quantified; however, a comparative study between K.
marmoratus and similarly behaving teleosts would be a useful complement to this study.
We did not quantify fully terrestrial behavior in this study. However, K. marmoratus jump
using a directed, repeatable motion on land that requires further, in-depth analysis. Huehner
et al. (1985) described K. marmoratus as active foragers, citing personal observations of
fish leaping out of the water to catch moving prey. This was not observed in any of the
feeding trials, as almost all pounces were directed at stationary crickets. Further study of
prey-capture behavior is needed to determine if K. marmoratus will actively hunt terrestrial
food or is strictly an opportunistic terrestrial feeder.
The ability of K. marmoratus to have multiple directed modes of transitional
kinematics may be evolutionarily significant. Although K. marmoratus is not a basal teleost,
having possibly diverged from its South American congeners as recently as 2 MYA
(Tatarenkov et al., 2009), its amphibious nature and ability to exploit land resources with
behavioral modification may serve as a model for earlier fishes. Currently, an increasing
pressure to exploit land resources is considered one of the main selection pressures for
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tetrapod evolution in amphibious fish (Long and Gordon, 2005). Taxa such as K.
marmoratus suggest that selection pressure and eventual ability to venture onto land does
not necessarily correlate with limb development. K. marmoratus has no obvious
morphological adaptations for transition to a terrestrial environment, but is still able to
successfully exploit land habitats. A morphologically similar ancient amphibious fish,
though not necessarily an evolutionarily close relative, could also have exploited terrestrial
resources with modified behavior, which would not be readily apparent in the fossil record.
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Figure 1.1

Figure 1.1 Experimental tank setup. Dorsolateral camera 1 is suspended in parallel with the
slope for direct 2D analysis of recorded videos. Lateral camera 2 is perpendicular to the
tank, with the same view as the reader. System is calibrated according to known total
lengths of fish. Image of mangrove rivulus courtesy of Tracey Saxby, Integration and
Application Network, University of Maryland Center for Environmental Science
(ian.umces.edu/imagelibrary/).
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Figure 1.2

Figure 1.2 Frame-by-frame representative lateral sequence of launch behavior. Frames
labeled in milliseconds. Time starts at first forward motion. Scale bar represents 4 cm.
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Figure 1.3

Figure 1.3 Frame-by-frame representative dorsolateral sequence of launch behavior.
Frames labeled in milliseconds. Time starts at first forward motion; movement before time
zero represents windup motion. Scale bar represents 4 cm.
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Figure 1.4

Figure 1.4 Full-body trace of a representative squiggle. Percentages mark stage of motion
through a single wave.
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Figure 1.5

Figure 1.5 Midline trace of representative transitional squiggle. Image represents one half
of a wave. Each line represents the midline trace of a single frame in the image sequence.
Consecutive points on a line indicate body region starting at the tip of the head with 20%
TL intervals. Coordinate (0,0) located at the midpoint between vertical and horizontal
extremes for half wave.
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Figure 1.6

Figure 1.6 Body-percentage trace of representative transitional squiggle. Image represents
one half of a wave. Each line represents a percentage of the total length of the fish (i.e.,
position). Points on a line represent sequential frames, with a 5 frame interval between each
point. Open circle represents first frame for each body percentage. Coordinate (0,0) located
at the midpoint between vertical and horizontal extremes for half wave.
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Figure 1.7

Figure 1.7 Combined standardized maximum amplitude. Bars represent mean maximum
amplitude during a single squiggle wave in units of percent standard body length for any
given body point. Error bars represent standard error between fish (n = 9; 1-3 waves per
fish). Bars with a shared letter are not significantly different based on Tukey’s post-hoc
test (α = 0.05).
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Figure 1.8

Figure 1.8 Averaged amplitude per given time percentage through a wave. Points illustrate
averaged amplitude in percent total body length. Line color differentiates points along the
body. Error bars removed for clarity (n = 9; 1-3 waves per fish).
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Figure 1.9

Figure 1.9 Distance ratios for each individual body point. Smaller ratios have more lateral
displacement for the same forward movement (n = 9; 1-3 waves per fish). Bars with a
shared letter are not significantly different based on Tukey’s post-hoc test (α = 0.05). Error
bars represent standard error.
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Figure 1.10

Figure 1.10 Dorsolateral view of frame-by-frame sequence of pounce behavior, with
cricket placed on the slope out of the water. Frames labeled in milliseconds. Time starts at
frame before the wind-up motion. Dashed line indicates the water-land interface.
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Figure 1.11

Figure 1.11 Changes in the maximum amplitude for each body point through three
microenvironments are represented by the motion of one fish. Bars show maximum wave
amplitude of squiggle behavior in centimeters. “Aquatic” refers to 0%-25% emersion,
“Transitional” refers to 25%-75% emersion, and “Terrestrial” refers to 75%-100%
emersion.
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Figure 1.12

Figure 1.12 Changes in distance ratio for each body point through three microenvironments
are represented by the motion of one fish.

“Aquatic” refers to 0%-25% emersion,

“Transitional” refers to 25%-75% emersion, and “Terrestrial” refers to 75%-100%
emersion.
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Supplementary material available online at:
http://jeb.biologists.org/cgi/content/full/216/21/3988/DC1
http://hdl.handle.net/10339/58892

Movie S1.1 Lateral view of a launch behavior. Video was filmed at 125 fps. Viewing
playback is 29 fps.

Movie S1.2 Dorsolateral view of a launch behavior. Video was filmed at 125 fps. Viewing
playback is 29 fps. Note the S-bend wind-up from rest.

Movie S1.3 Dorsolateral view of a squiggle. Video was filmed at 250 fps. Viewing
playback is 29 fps. Note the changes in tail amplitude as fish transitions from aquatic to
terrestrial environments.

Movie S1.4 Dorsolateral view of a pounce. Video was filmed at 250 fps. Viewing playback
is 29 fps. Note the splaying of the pectoral fins, the S-bend wind-up and the reverse S-bend
when returning to the water.
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CHAPTER II
Citius, altius, fortius: terrestrial jumping kinematics and kinetics in two distantly related
teleosts

This chapter will be submitted to the Journal of Experimental Biology. All formatting
strictly followed their guidelines.
Authors: Benjamin M. Perlman1, Sandy M. Kawano2, Richard W. Blob3, Miriam A.
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ABSTRACT
Some fishes stranded on land will use axial movements to generate jumps in efforts
to

return

to

water.

However,

mangrove

rivulus,

Kryptolebias

marmoratus

(Cyprinodontiformes), make coordinated jumps on land using a tail-flip to locate new food
resources, avoid predators, or return to water. We predicted the mechanics of such directed
jumps would differ from those of typical stranded fishes. We quantified and compared the
ground reaction forces (GRF) generated during directed jumps by adult rivulus with those
produced by juvenile largemouth bass, Micropterus salmoides (Perciformes), performing
thrashes typical of stranded fishes. Individual specimens were placed on a force platform
that recorded the GRF along three orthogonal axes. Forces were normalized to the body
weight of each animal. High-speed video cameras recorded jump duration (from initial
movement to launching off the force platform) and mean head and body displacement angle
with respect to the ground. Peak net GRF occurred at ~84% through the jump for rivulus
and ~60% of the jump for bass. No differences were observed for all three GRF directions
between species. Head and body displacement angle of the bass C-jump was ~4° with
respect to the ground compared to ~175° in rivulus, leading to greater horizontal
displacement in rivulus. Bass had faster jump durations (~47 ms to reach maximum body
curvature), whereas rivulus reached maximum body curvature at ~87 ms. While thrashes
of bass strongly resemble aquatic fast starts, differences in time to peak net GRF (%) and
motion trajectory (degrees) in rivulus suggest the environment influences behavior;
increased duration (and thus impulse) of the jump may be due to different motor patterns.
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INTRODUCTION
Avoiding predation or seeking out prey items, becoming stranded on land, or
leaving areas of poor water conditions in search of a more hospitable environment are some
of the many abiotic and biotic reasons why fishes exploit terrestrial habitats (Huehner et
al., 1985; Abel et al., 1987; Davis et al., 1990; Taylor, 2000; Regan et al., 2011; Pronko et
al., 2013). Some fishes spend various periods of time in terrestrial habitats, ranging from
seconds to days or seasons (Smith, 1931; Sacca and Burggren, 1982; Abel et al., 1987;
Taylor, 1990; Hsieh, 2010). Ontogenetic shifts in diet, locomotor ability, and habitat
partitioning to avoid intra- and interspecific competition for food and shelter resources may
also lead to emersion (exposure out of the water) (Winemiller, 1989; Fulton and Bellwood,
2002; Lecchini and Galzin, 2005). Once out of an aquatic environment, locomotion to
overcome gravity will shift how appendicular and body forces are applied to a terrestrial
medium.
Many fishes lacking appendicular and axial specializations for terrestrial
locomotion may end up stranded on land and will perform an uncoordinated thrashing
behavior (Gibb et al., 2013) with attempts to quickly return to the water. Alternatively,
some amphibious fish species are morphologically specialized to actively move from water
to land. For example, African mudskippers (Periophthalmus barbarus) venture out of the
water to forage, using a crutching motion of their pectoral fins to move over mud flats
(Pace and Gibb, 2009). The climbing goby (Sicyopterus stimpsoni) in Hawaii uses both a
crutching behavior along with a pelvic sucker to help vertically traverse waterfalls (Blob
et al., 2007). Northern clingfish (Gobiesox maeandricus) also have modified pelvic fins in
the shape of a suction disk to adhere to rocky substrates in the intertidal zone to prevent
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displacement from waves as an individual makes the transition out of the water (Briggs,
1955). All of these amphibious fishes evolved in marine habitats, with appendicular
innovations assisting in the exploration and exploitation of terrestrial habitats.
Beyond the morphological specialization of fish fins to allow for the exploitation
of moving into terrestrial environments, fishes had to contend with the possibility of
desiccation. Cutaneous respiration allowed fishes to avoid the use of their gills, which
become functionless when out of water (Krogh, 1904). The gill filaments and secondary
lamellae collapse onto each other, thus reducing the surface area for oxygen exchange
(Krogh, 1904; Graham, 1997; Ong et al., 2007). Fishes without the ability to respire
cutaneously must quickly thrash and return to the water to reduce gill damage and avoid
suffocation. Some fishes have modified pharyngeal breathing organs to help prevent
suffocation on land, but many still quickly return to water. In situations such as an ebbing
tide or drought, fishes may become stranded, thus favoring the ability to temporarily
survive out of the water (Harrington, 1961).
Fish with specialized appendicular function for terrestrial locomotion have been
examined to understand the mechanics of fin use (Kawano and Blob, 2013), but many fish
use axial motions instead. Among the most prominent of these is the mangrove rivulus.
Here, we focus on the mangrove rivulus (Kryptolebias marmoratus), a quasi-amphibious
fish that moves from water to land via a suite of behaviors (Pronko et al., 2013). We define
“quasi-amphibious” to mean that rivulus do not demonstrate sustained activity across land.
Mangrove rivulus are capable of remaining out of the water for 66 days in moist conditions
(Taylor, 1990) and can respire cutaneously; the gills will be closed to avoid further
desiccation (Ong et al., 2007). Densely arranged capillaries are found on the surface of the
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skin, allowing the mangrove rivulus to maintain similar metabolic rates when emersed in
non-active conditions compared to when they are immersed (Cooper et al., 2012). Once on
land, the fish is able to locomote via the tail-flip, where an individual laying on its side lifts
its head and proceeds to peel its body off the ground, forming a C-shape, and then presses
its caudal peduncle into the substrate to become airborne (Gibb et al., 2013; Perlman and
Ashley-Ross, accepted). During the terrestrial tail-flip, this behavior is capable of
propelling some cyprinodont fishes upwards of five body lengths (Gibb et al., 2013), with
the mangrove rivulus one of the more robust performers, jumping up to 10 body lengths
from their point of origin (Perlman, unpublished). These fish are able to locomote across
land in a directed fashion, chasing after prey items (Pronko et al., 2013).
Unlike the quasi-amphibious mangrove rivulus, largemouth bass (Micropterus
salmoides; Perciformes), are exclusively aquatic. If on land, these fish appear to move
randomly via an uncoordinated, thrashing behavior (Gibb et al., 2013), presumably in
search of water. We compare jumping mechanics of the mangrove rivulus to those of
juvenile largemouth bass to test the following specific predictions. (1) Ground reaction
forces (GRF) generated during thrashing (bass) will be primarily in the vertical direction
(thus leading to little horizontal displacement), whereas the tail-flip (mangrove rivulus)
will produce GRFs primarily in the anteroposterior (AP) and/or mediolateral (ML)
directions, leading to greater lateral displacement. (2) Overall displacement angles of tailflips will cluster around 180° (i.e., in the direction of the tail), while those of thrashes will
have no predictable direction, and (3) tail-flips are characterized by faster take-off
velocities than those of thrashes.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Adult mangrove rivulus (n = 8 individuals; n = 3-5 trials/individual (n = 32 total
trials); SL = 3.45 ± 0.07 cm; TL = 4.12 ± 0.11 cm; mass = 0.72 ± 0.04 grams) and juvenile
largemouth bass (n = 9 individuals; n = 3-12 trials/individual (n = 59 total trials); SL = 7.93
± 0.33 cm; TL = 9.20 ± 0.40 cm; mass = 7.84 ± 0.79 grams) were used in this study. Two
genetically and geographically distinct populations of mangrove rivulus were captured in
the Florida Keys, USA (Chicken foot [Cf] population) and Long Caye, Lighthouse Reef
Atoll, Belize (Boardwalk [Bw] population) using the cup-trap method (see Taylor, 1990
for details) under the permits from the Belize Agricultural Health Authority Certificate #
BAHA-IAHC-11.08-L009 to B.M.P. and the FFWCC Special Activity License SAL-091132-SR to Ryan L. Earley and the Florida State Parks Permit 03071220 to R.L.E. Juvenile
largemouth bass, representing an exclusively aquatic comparison species, were ordered
from Carolina Biological Supply, Inc. (Burlington, NC, USA). All mangrove rivulus were
housed in individual 32 ounce containers with 25 ppt Instant Ocean seawater and the
largemouth bass were kept in individual 2.5 gallon freshwater tanks. All specimens were
kept in a 12:12 hour light:dark cycle in a temperature-controlled facility at Wake Forest
University (22-25°C). Animal care followed the Wake Forest University IACUC protocol
#A11-134 and Clemson University AUP 2013-018.
Ground reaction forces
Data collection for the ground reaction forces (GRF) were conducted at Clemson
University using a custom-made multi-axis force platform (K&N Scientific, Guilford, VT,
USA); see Kawano and Blob (2013) and Butcher and Blob (2008) for specifics of the
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methods used for GRF collection and apparatus calibration. The force platform (4 x 9 cm)
was covered in wetted bench liner paper to prevent the fish from desiccation, and then an
individual fish was placed onto the center of the plate. Two synchronized high-speed video
cameras (Phantom v.4.1, Vision Research Inc., Wayne, NJ, USA) were used to
simultaneously record the lateral and dorsal views of the jumping behaviors at 500 frames
per second. A mirror was placed at a 45° angle above the force platform to record the dorsal
view. To synchronize GRF and video data, a trigger generated a square pulse on one of the
input channels for the force plate, and also illuminated a small light placed in the bottom
right corner of the lateral view camera. Infrared and 600 Watt lights were used for
illumination. GRFs were recorded in three planes: vertical, anteroposterior, and
mediolateral. Fish were placed with the long axis of the body laying perpendicular to the
cameras on the platform. Custom written code by S. M. Kawano in R (v.0.97.551, Vienna,
Austria) ensured that the force plate axes stayed in alignment with the body axes, regardless
if the head position of the fish was toward the left or right side of the camera’s lateral view.
Once in position, a dowel was used to elicit an escape response of the individual fish off
of the force platform. The dowel always approached the head region of the specimen,
without touching the fish or the force plate. Upon completion of a trial where the fish
performed a jump, the GRF data were recorded at 5,000 Hz per channel via a customized
LabVIEW (v.6.1, National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA) routine program written by R.W.
Blob. Amplifier gain was adjusted to account for the very small body mass of these two
fish species. The natural frequency of the force platform was 190 Hz in the three different
planes, much faster than the take-off velocities of these two fish species, with the general
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rule of a 10:1 ratio of natural frequency to the behavior generated, in order to record the
GRF with enough resolution to capture a real signal.
Following a trial, individuals were immediately placed into a water container and
allowed 1-2 minutes of rest before the next trial. Specimens were used for no more than n
= 5 trials for any given session and then allowed to rest to undergo a new set of trials on
the following day. All force measurements were standardized to the body weight (BW =
N/kg) of the fish in order to compare across sizes and species. Force traces were calibrated,
processed, filtered, and analyzed using custom written code by S. M. Kawano in R
(v.0.97.551, Vienna, Austria; located in Appendix A. In order to avoid edge effects in the
sampled force trace recordings for any given trial before the fish initially moved and after
the fish jumped off of the force plate, the beginning and end of the raw force traces were
padded prior to any filtering (Smith, 1989; Kawano and Blob, 2013). We applied the use
of the Butterworth filter process using the signal package in R (http://www.r-project.org).
Specifics of processing the data files followed that of Kawano and Blob (2013).
Kinetics and Kinematics
The following kinetic variables were measured from these two species: GRF in the
vertical (V), mediolateral (ML), and anteroposterior (AP) planes; net GRF; time to peak
net GRF (%); mediolateral and anteroposterior angles (degrees) to show the direction of a
jump. Anterior and lateral directions, with respect to the fish’s head and body on the force
plate, were given positive values and posterior and medial directions had negative values,
with 0° representing the vertical angle. The following kinematics were measured and
analyzed using Phantom Cine Viewer 2.0 (Wayne, NJ, USA ) and ImageJ (Rasband, 19972012): total duration (ms) of the behavior used to jump off the force platform (measured
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from the frame before the first initial movement [time 0] to the frame when the fish was no
longer in contact with the force plate); time to maximum body curvature, here also referred
to as Stage 1 (ms; we measured the chord length [CL] from the tip of the snout to the caudal
peduncle divided by the total length [TL; tip of the snout to the tip of the tail] of the body
following Brainerd and Patek, 1998); impulse (BW*ms) in the vertical, anteroposterior,
and mediolateral planes; and displacement angle of the body (degrees). Impulse was
calculated as the integral of the forces generated over the duration of the jumping behavior.
Displacement angle was measured in ImageJ by digitizing points at the head and tail
regions before the fish moved, and then digitizing points along the trajectory of the body’s
center of mass (estimated to be at a distance of one third of the body axis from the snout)
at the completion of the jump. Absolute values of the GRF were used in order to observe
the magnitude of the forces generated in a given jump.
Statistical analyses
A three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures was conducted
to compare the GRFs and kinematics between the two fish species (factor one), testing
between the two genetically and geographically distinct populations (Cf and Bw) of K.
marmoratus (factor 2), and between the two behavioral modes (thrash up [TU] and thrash
down [TD]) performed by M. salmoides (factor 3) when jumping off the force plate (Figure
2.1; see supplementary material videos S2.1-S2.3). Tukey’s post hoc test was performed
to determine where significant differences occurred between the factors, if any. Statistical
significance was determined with α = 0.05.
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RESULTS
Differences in the GRFs and kinematics were found between the two fish species
(factor 1: F=990.4; P<0.001; η2=0.919). Differences were also found between the two
different populations of mangrove rivulus (factor 2: F=271.3; P<0.001; η2=0.757). We also
found differences between the thrash up and thrash down behaviors for the largemouth bass
(factor 3: F=136.7; P<0.001; η2=0.611). There was not a significant difference in the
interaction term for all three factors (F=3.526; P<0.064; η2=0.039).
Ground reaction forces between species
No differences in the relative vertical, anteroposterior, mediolateral, net, and peak
ground reaction forces (GRF; in multiples of body weight, BW) were observed between
the adult mangrove rivulus and juvenile largemouth bass when jumping off the force plate
(Table 2.1). Figure 2.2 shows the directional components and net relative GRF of the jumps
performed by the two species. The time to reach the peak net GRF was significantly faster
in the bass, at ~ 59% through the thrash, compared to the rivulus at ~ 84% through the tailflip (P<0.001; Figures 2.1, 2.2; Table 2.1). The AP angle of the GRF increased at ~ 75%
through the jump cycle for the mangrove rivulus, corresponding to when the fish was curled
into a C-bend at maximum body curvature, preparing to launch off the plate, whereas the
largemouth bass held a mostly constant AP angle through its jump cycle (Figure 2.2). The
mangrove rivulus held a mostly constant ML angle through its jump cycle, whereas the
largemouth bass increased its ML angle at ~ 90% through its jump (Figure 2.2).
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Ground reaction forces between two populations of mangrove rivulus
No differences in any of the GRF measurements were found between the Cf
population from the Florida Keys, USA and the Bw population from Long Caye,
Lighthouse Reef Atoll, Belize (Table 2.1).
Ground reaction forces between two thrashing modes in largemouth bass
Using the end of a dowel placed in the same orientation with respect to the fish’s
head to elicit a jump off the force plate, the bass will perform either a thrash up (TU) with
the head lifting away from the substrate, or a thrash down (TD), in which the fish drives its
head into the substrate. Differences between these two jumping modes were observed for
all GRF measurements except for the AP and ML (Table 2.1). The time to peak net GRF
was ~ 64% through the jump cycle for TU, compared to the TD at ~ 49% (P<0.001; Table
2.1). Peak, net, and vertical GRF were greater when the bass performed the TD compared
to the TU (P<0.001; Table 2.1).
Jumping kinematics between the two species
We observed differences in all kinematic variables between the mangrove rivulus
and the largemouth bass (P<0.001; Figure 2.3a; Table 2.2). The time to reach maximum
body curvature (Stage 1) took 87.25 ± 4.18 ms for the mangrove rivulus compared to 47.39
± 1.54 ms for the largemouth bass (Figure 2.3a; Table 2.2). Stage 2 duration was also longer
in the mangrove rivulus (28.44 ± 1.01 ms), with a mean ± SE of 1.93 ± 0.50 ms for the
bass. The bass sometimes reached maximum body curvature after launching off the plate,
thus completing Stage 1 and 2 in the air. Total duration spent on the force plate was longer
in the tail-flip of the mangrove rivulus compared to the thrashing behavior of the bass
(Figure 2.3a; Table 2.2). The time to reach peak net GRF in the mangrove rivulus occurred
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when it reached maximum body curvature (Stage 1), where the bass reached its peak net
GRF at approximately the same time it reached Stage 1; however, the bass reached Stage
1 in a shorter duration compared to the mangrove rivulus (Figures 2.2, 2.3a; Table 2.2).
In aquatic environments, fishes complete fast start escape responses within 100 ms
and usually reach Stage 1 in ~ 30 ms (Eaton et al., 1977). The mangrove rivulus did not
complete its tail-flip under these criteria, whereas the bass were well within the confines
of performing a fast start on land, even though they exceeded the time limits of Stage 1
(Figure 2.3a).
Impulse values (BW*ms), here reported as the absolute values since we are
interested in magnitudes of the GRF and not the directional component of the fish’s jump
with respect to the force plate, which otherwise could be reported as a negative value, were
significantly greater in the mangrove rivulus in all three planes compared to the largemouth
bass (Figure 2.3b; Table 2.2). The same pattern was found in both species, with vertical
GRF being the greatest, followed by mediolateral GRF, with the anteroposterior GRF being
the smallest for both species. Displacement angle (initial direction the head is pointing in
at the start of a jump [tail-flip or thrash] compared to the head position when the jump is
completed) was also different between the two species, with mangrove rivulus displacing
themselves 173.06 ± 9.19 degrees at the completion of a tail-flip, with the bass being
displaced 3.79 ± 1.30 degrees (Figure 2.3c; Table 2.2).
Jumping kinematics between two populations of mangrove rivulus
No significant differences were observed in any of the kinematic variables
measured between the two populations of mangrove rivulus (Table 2.2).
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Jumping kinematics between two thrashing modes in largemouth bass
Time to reach maximum body curvature (Stage 1) and total duration on the force
plate were significantly faster in the TD compared to the TU (Figure 2.3a; Table 2.2). Stage
1 in both modes of thrashing exceeded the duration to be considered a fast start (here, they
were > 30 ms); however, the total duration on the plate was well within the total duration
of a fast start (≤ 100 ms; Figure 2.3a; Table 2.2). No differences were observed in Stage 2,
and worth noting again, the negative values correspond to the bass reaching Stage 2 after
having become a ballistic projectile in the air and off the force plate. Vertical impulse was
greater in the TD compared to the TU, with no differences in the AP and ML impulse
(Figure 2.3b; Table 2.2). Displacement angle was also not different between the two
thrashing modes (Figure 2.3c; Table 2.2).
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DISCUSSION
The only differences in the kinetic variables we measured between the mangrove
rivulus and largemouth bass were the time to peak net GRF and the impulse values. With
impressive lateral displacement (5-10 body lengths) achieved via the tail-flip behavior, it
is interesting that the mangrove rivulus did not show greater relative GRF in the horizontal
plane compared to the bass, which as expected, exhibited little to no lateral displacement
with its thrashing behavior. Even so, the vertical, anteroposterior, and mediolateral GRF
all reached their respective peaks at approximately 50% through the jump for the bass and
approximately 85% for the mangrove rivulus. The profiles of the force traces for each
species are consistent throughout the three planes of the recorded GRF data (low variance),
which also matched up with the kinematics, as expected. The average vertical GRF for
both species accounted for the majority of their respective net GRF generated. This again
is interesting since the mangrove rivulus uses a coordinated tail-flip behavior with lateral
displacement and the bass uses an uncoordinated thrash behavior without any lateral
displacement. Although not statistically different, the bass did show a trend of greater
vertical GRF compared to the mangrove rivulus. The vertical launch may be because of an
inability to generate lateral momentum of the center of mass, which would appear as an
AP GRF. Studying the stiffness of the vertebral column and its associated components
might reveal some mechanical explanations for the kinematic limitations of the largemouth
bass. In a previous study, we found the flexural body stiffness to be greater in bass along
with a much slower take-off velocity, as compared to rivulus (Ashely-Ross et al., 2014).
Those mechanical variables might be responsible for the reduced kinematic outputs, in
terms of jump distance, for the bass in this study. We also observed no statistical
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differences in the horizontal GRF (AP and ML planes) between the two species, yet the
AP and ML GRF in the mangrove rivulus accounted for 45.5% of its net GRF, whereas the
largemouth bass had 34.4% of its net GRF in the AP and ML planes. That trend also
supports our hypothesis that the mangrove rivulus generate more horizontal GRF than the
bass to assist in its coordinated tail-flip to achieve maximum lateral displacement. Again,
as we observed in a previous study, rivulus generated a much faster take-off velocity
compared to the bass (Ashley-Ross et al., 2014), and a greater take-off angle (Perlman,
unpublished), thus becoming a greater ballistic projectile.
As expected, the impulse data supported our hypotheses with the horizontal GRF
data (AP and ML planes) being greater in the mangrove rivulus compared to the
largemouth bass. The total duration of the jumping behavior to launch off the plate was
much longer in the mangrove rivulus, which led to these expected results. A longer duration
to complete the terrestrial tail-flip compared to the thrash provides the ability to impart
forces to the substrate for a longer period of time, resulting in greater impulse values.
Greater impulses led to greater jumping performance and thus greater lateral displacement,
demonstrating the importance of extending the duration of a particular behavior necessary
to move one’s body, with forces being equal across the two species. As it stands, the
greatest impulse values were in the vertical plane for both species, which is not what we
expected for the mangrove rivulus; we expected vertical impulses to be more evenly
balanced with horizontal impulses. And the ML impulse was greater than the AP impulse
for both species, which demonstrates that there was quite a bit of lateral movement when
generating the jumps off the plate, not always moving in the AP or vertical direction.
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In comparison to impulse values of another terrestrial fish with axial locomotion,
we found values in the AP plane of the amphibious mangrove rivulus (3.89 mN*s) to be
much lower than in the Pacific leaping blenny (Alticus arnoldorum) at 4.67 mN*s (Hsieh,
2010). The duration spent on the plate is different, as the blenny orients its body in the
prone position, bringing the tail anteriorly in the lateral plane, then leaping forward.
Mangrove rivulus sometimes occupy the prone position, also twisting their posterior axial
region about 90°, most likely to provide stability when out of the water since their dorsal
and anal fins will then be located flat against the substrate. In all trials with the mangrove
rivulus in our study, individuals always produced a tail-flip from their lateral aspect. In the
future, it would be worth noting how the GRF might differ when generating a tail-flip from
the prone position.
We compared the mangrove rivulus to a saltatorial champion, the green frog (Rana
esculenta). Nauwelaerts and Aerts (2006) found the average GRF of these adult anurans to
be ~ 15 BW, which is three times the magnitude of that measured in the mangrove rivulus
(~ 5 BW). In the Cuban tree frog (Osteopilus septentrionalis), a maximum AP GRF of ~
40 BW is reached, along with a vertical GRF of ~ 28 BW (Marsh, 1994), both values that
dwarf those of the mangrove rivulus, even with the equally impressive kinematic output in
terms of body displacement and jump duration for both species. It might be that mangrove
rivulus are more efficient at transmitting forces to their bones to move their body a certain
distance to escape a potential predator, search for shelter, or seek new habitats. The lower
overall values in mangrove rivulus might be because the motion is more continuous, with
the rolling up of the head starting the motion in the desired direction, which is continued
through the rest of the launch phase, with different locations on the body transmitting the
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force to the substrate throughout the tail-flip. Rivulus are achieving equivalent performance
with less effort.
In a previous study, we found mangrove rivulus to achieve a take-off velocity of
about 1.4 m s-1, and the largemouth bass had a take-off velocity of about 0.6 m s-1 (AshleyRoss et al., 2014). This velocity of the mangrove rivulus was very similar to the common
frog, Rana temporaria, which had take-off velocities of 1.8 m s-1 for one hind leg (Calow
and Alexander, 1973). Marsh (1994) found a whole-body take-off velocity of this frog
species to be 1.3 m s-1. The frog jumped close to 5 body lengths, which again is similar to
what we observed in the mangrove rivulus. Worth noting is the terrestrial take-off angle of
the mangrove rivulus, which was close to 45° to maximize jumping distance (Perlman,
unpublished); the frog had a similar take-off angle to maximize its jumping distance (Marsh,
1994). As shown by Marsh (1994), animals that jump at a higher angle generate greater
GRF in the vertical plane, with lower GRF generated when jumping at a lower profile angle.
We observed this with bass jumping almost exclusively in the vertical direction, with high
vertical GRF and very low AP and ML GRF. Mangrove rivulus challenge this model, as
they had the greatest GRF in the vertical plane, yet had long displacement distance.
Froghopper insects (Philaenus spp.) also had a mean take-off angle of 46.8° and a mean
take-off velocity of 2.8 m s–1 (Burrows, 2006). Other froghopper insects had even faster
take-off velocities, such as Lepyronia spp. at 4.6 m s–1 (Burrows, 2006). Hedgehog fleas
(Archaeopsyllus erinacei) jumped at a mean take-off angle of 39° using their tibia and
tarsus (Sutton and Burrows, 2011). Again, this value is very similar to other insects and
anurans to maximize displacement distance. Mangrove rivulus are heavier than the
froghoppers, and Burrows (2006) showed that the heavier the insect, the slower take-off
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velocity when studying the whole body and not just one appendage. We observed the same
trend in bass when values were not corrected for mass, which weighed more than mangrove
rivulus.
Powering the tail-flip of the mangrove rivulus is similar to a catapult type behavior,
performing a slow wind-up and bending of the body with a fast launch off the ground. As
observed in Figure 2.2, the fish begins to accelerate off the force plate and reaches its peak
net GRF at ~ 84% through the jump, which is also when the body is at its maximum
curvature. As the fish begins to propel itself out of Stage 1, the GRF rapidly decreases and
returns to zero when the fish has launched completely off the force plate. That quick burst
of energy allows the fish to catapult itself off the force plate. In human walking, Hof et al.
(1983) proposed that elastic energy storage in the Achilles tendon is responsible for the
fast burst to propel a person forward when reaching the end of the stance phase.
Interestingly, in a previous study, we did not find a difference between the mangrove
rivulus and largemouth bass in their elastic energy recoil work, when normalized to body
size (Ashley-Ross et al., 2014). With extremely different kinematic outputs and no
differences in the peak net GRF and mass-specific elastic recoil work for both species, the
catapult mechanism in these two behaviors differs only in the time to peak net GRF.
The differences in body shape between mangrove rivulus and largemouth bass,
even though size-matched, may be affecting how the forces are imparted to the ground. As
the mangrove rivulus peels its body off the ground and rotates its head toward its tail to
reach maximum body curvature, all their weight is then transferred onto a relatively thin
and delicate structure (caudal fin rays), which they then use to launch into the air. Studying
the flexural stiffness of different regions (proximal, medial, and distal) of the caudal fin,
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along with the dorsal and anal fins, might help us understand the forces that fin ray
structures are able to withstand, which would be transferred to the ground to launch into
the air. Measuring the surface areas of the body and fins that contribute to the forces
generated during the jump might also reveal why the mangrove rivulus and largemouth
bass do not differ in net GRF generated.
Morphological differences in the tail bones are worth exploring, which may provide
insight into how these fishes generate particular GRF. The hypural bones are different
between these two species (Figure 2.4). In mangrove rivulus, the hypurals are fused
together, providing greater surface area to push off the ground and perform a coordinated
tail-flip with lateral displacement. The largemouth bass has a characteristic teleost
morphology of hypural bones, un-fused, which provide a reduced surface area for stability
and may explain its relatively poor jumping control.
We analyzed two genetically and geographically distinct populations of mangrove
rivulus and compared the two thrashing modes used by the largemouth bass. We predicted
that mangrove rivulus individuals from Florida would generate greater GRF in the AP and
ML directions compared to the Belize population due to the Florida population being at the
northern end of the geographic range of this species. That should reflect their evolutionary
dispersal abilities with a greater propensity to jump, and therefore, generate greater GRF
compared to their Belizean conspecifics. Interestingly, we observed no kinetic and
kinematic differences between these two populations. For the bass, we did observe many
kinetic and kinematic differences between the two modes, suggesting that it might be
beneficial to use the thrash down mode for a more successful return to the water.
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Other fishes make occasional forays onto land, with many closely and distantly
related teleosts capable of performing the tail-flip (Gibb et al., 2013). Gibb et al. (2011)
observed that zebrafish (Danio rerio) and mosquito fish (Gambusia affinis), both of which
perform a terrestrial tail-flip, complete Stage 1 in a similar time to that of the largemouth
bass, yet the take-off angles are widely different between Danio and Gambusia. Gambusia
has a take-off angle of 46°, suggesting it would jump far, whereas Danio has a take-off
angle of 78°, suggesting it to be a poor jumper. The hypural bones of the “good” jumper in
Gambusia are also fused, similar to the mangrove rivulus, whereas the “poor” jumping
ability in Danio is also reflected in their hypural morphology similar to that of the
largemouth bass (Ashley-Ross et al., 2014). Recording the forces and kinematics generated
in closely and distantly related fishes with similar body shape and size will further our
understanding of the patterns of GRF and behaviors generated to locomote out of the water.
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DATA ACCESSIBILTY
Raw data for this study can be found in the WakeSpace repository at
http://hdl.handle.net/10339/58893
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Table 2.1
Ground reaction force (GRF) data. Mean ± SE. A three-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
with repeated measures was conducted to test three hypotheses of differences: 1) species
level (Kryptolebias marmoratus vs. Micropterus salmoides); 2) genetically and
geographically distinct populations of K. marmoratus (Bw: Boardwalk, Long Caye, Belize;
Cf: Chicken foot, Florida Keys, Florida, USA); and 3) the two thrashing behaviors of M.
salmoides (TU: thrash up; TD: thrash down). Tukey’s post hoc test was performed to
denote any significant differences in GRFs within and among the three factors (P values
shown in table). Absolute values of the vertical, anteroposterior, and mediolateral GRF
were used to measure to magnitude of the forces generated and to remove the confounding
factor of a directional component (positive or negative values) with respect to the fish on
the force plate. Asterisks denote significant differences.

Time of peak net GRF (%)
Peak net GRF (BW)
Net GRF (BW)
Vertical GRF (BW)
Anteroposterior GRF (BW)
Mediolateral GRF (BW)

K.
marmoratus
K. marmoratus M. salmoides
(Bw)
84.25 ± 2.26
59.51 ± 1.39
81.94 ± 4.12
5.43 ± 0.18
5.31 ± 0.19
5.43 ± 0.14
2.13 ± 0.09
2.41 ± 0.12
2.14 ± 0.15
1.75 ± 0.07
1.98 ± 0.14
1.74 ± 0.09
0.38 ± 0.04
0.36 ± 0.03
0.33 ± 0.05
0.59 ± 0.07
0.47 ± 0.04
0.64 ± 0.10

K.
marmoratus
(Cf)
86.87 ± 1.07
5.43 ± 0.35
2.12 ± 0.12
1.75 ± 0.10
0.43 ± 0.06
0.53 ± 0.08
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M. salmoides
(TU)
64.33 ± 1.45
4.70 ± 0.15
1.96 ± 0.09
1.48 ± 0.11
0.35 ± 0.04
0.45 ± 0.04

K. marmoratus
M. salmoides vs. M. salmoides Bw vs. Cf
(TD)
P value
P value
49.37 ± 1.16
< 0.001*
0.284
6.61 ± 0.32
0.681
0.988
3.34 ± 0.19
0.070
0.935
3.02 ± 0.23
0.144
0.935
0.39 ± 0.08
0.769
0.232
0.51 ± 0.08
0.105
0.400

TU vs. TD
P value
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.652
0.523

Table 2.2
Kinematic data. Mean ± SE of kinematic and impulse data comparing the two fish species
along with the two populations of K. marmoratus (Bw and Cf), performing tail-flips, and
the two jumping behaviors (thrash up [TU] and thrash down [TD]) of M. salmoides.
Vertical, anteroposterior, and mediolateral impulse values are in absolute values in order
to remove direction as a confounding factor since we are interested in the magnitude of the
ground reaction forces. Asterisks denote significant differences in the three-way analysis
of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures. We applied a Tukey’s post hoc test to
denote significant differences within and among the three factors (P values shown below).
Significant values were α ≤ 0.05).

Time to max curvature (Stage 1; ms)
Stage 2 duration (ms)
Total duration (ms)
Vertical Impulse (BW*ms)
Anteroposterior Impulse (BW*ms)
Mediolateral Impulse (BW*ms)
Displacement angle (deg)

K. marmoratus
87.25 ± 4.18
28.44 ± 1.01
115.69 ± 4.60
196.25 ± 6.70
41.20 ± 3.72
63.61 ± 5.28
173.06 ± 9.19

M. salmoides
47.39 ± 1.54
1.93 ± 0.50
45.46 ± 1.63
81.91 ± 5.00
15.57 ± 1.40
21.13 ± 1.72
3.79 ± 1.30

K. marmoratus
(Bw)
92 ± 6.58
29.18 ± 1.61
121.18 ± 7.22
204.32 ± 10.52
38.09 ± 4.67
70.13 ± 6.96
181.08 ± 12.42
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K. marmoratus
(Cf)
81.87 ± 4.76
27.60 ± 1.17
109.47 ± 5.24
187.11 ± 7.58
44.74 ± 5.96
56.22 ± 7.84
163.97 ± 13.70

M. salmoides
(TU)
49.65 ± 2.13
1.15 ± 0.66
48.50 ± 2.19
66.11 ± 4.66
16.14 ± 1.67
21.48 ± 1.97
3.44 ± 1.61

M. salmoides
(TD)
42.63 ± 1.03
3.58 ± 0.54
39.05 ± 1.18
115.17 ± 7.80
14.37 ± 2.58
20.40 ± 3.43
4.48 ± 3.04

K. marmoratus
vs. M. salmoides Bw vs. Cf TU vs. TD
P value
P value
P value
< 0.001*
0.232
0.005*
< 0.001*
0.446
0.023
< 0.001*
0.210
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.205
< 0.001*
< 0.001*
0.381
0.558
< 0.001*
0.193
0.771
< 0.001*
0.361
0.751

Figure 2.1
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Figure 2.1 Still image sequences of the jumping behaviors of adult mangrove rivulus and
juvenile largemouth bass. In the left vertical panel, the mangrove rivulus performs a tailflip on the force plate. Maximum body curvature was reached at 25 ms, and the individual
launched off the plate at 56 ms. In the middle vertical panel, the largemouth bass performed
a thrash up, lifting its head away from the substrate. It reached maximum body curvature
at 20 ms. In the right vertical panel, the largemouth bass performs a thrash down, driving
its head toward the substrate. Maximum body curvature was reached at 21 ms, after the
individual was off the force plate. All values in the top right of each panel are in
milliseconds (ms).
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Figure 2.2
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Figure 2.2 Relative ground reaction force (GRF, in multiples of BW), showing magnitude
(top four panels) and direction (bottom two panels; mean ± SE [standard error]). Mangrove
rivulus are in red and largemouth bass are in blue. The solid line is the mean and the shaded
color areas are the standard error. The initial movement of the fish on the force plate, in
preparation to jump, is denoted as 0%. When the fish launches off of the force plate to
become a ballistic projectile, that event is noted as 100% on the x-axis.
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Figure 2.3
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Figure 2.3 Kinematic and kinetic data (mean ± SE). (A) Total duration (ms = milliseconds)
of the jump while the individual fish was on the force plate was longer in mangrove rivulus
compared to the bass. Stage 1 is the time to reach maximum body curvature and Stage 2 is
the duration to propel the fish’s body out of the maximum body bend and off of the force
plate. The solid horizontal line denotes the typical duration of modern teleosts to complete
Stage 1, and the dashed horizontal line denotes the duration to complete a fast start escape.
(B) Mean ± SE relative values of the impulse (BW*ms = body mass [grams]*milliseconds).
(C) Mean ± SE of the displacement angle. Please see text for detailed information on how
these variables were measured. Mangrove rivulus are represented by the tail-flip on the xaxis, and largemouth bass are represented by the thrash up and thrash down behaviors on
the x-axis.
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Figure 2.4

Figure 2.4 Micro-CT images of the mangrove rivulus (Kryptolebias marmoratus) and the
largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides). Note the fused hypural bones in the posterior
region of K. marmoratus, compared to the characteristic un-fused hypural bone
morphology of M. salmoides. Specimens were scanned in a Scanco μCT80 micro-CT
scanner (Scanco Medical, Brüttisellen, Switzerland) at low energy (45kVp, 177 μA) and
with 0.010mm isotropic resolution (10x10x10 μm voxel size). The size of each fish dataset
was around 800x900 pixels in plane and 3000 slices. Micro-CT DICOMS were exported
from the scanner at 16-bit depth and rendered using OsiriX-64 bit Medical Imaging Viewer
(www.osirix-viewer.com) using a custom color density map developed to highlight both
the bone and soft tissue structures of the fish (Lau et al., 2011).
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These videos are located in the WakeSpace repository at
http://hdl.handle.net/10339/58893

Movie S2.1 The mangrove rivulus is performing a tail-flip on the force plate, filmed at 500
frames per second. Grid is 1 cm.

Movie S2.2 The largemouth bass is performing a thrash up (TU) on the force plate, filmed
at 500 fps. Grid is 1 cm.

Movie S2.3 The largemouth bass is performing a thrash down (TD) on the force plate,
filmed at 500 fps. Grid is 1 cm.
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CHAPTER III
By land or by sea: a modified C-start motor pattern drives the terrestrial tail-flip

This chapter was accepted at the Journal of Experimental Biology. All formatting has been
completed to follow the strict guidelines of this journal.
Authors: Benjamin M. Perlman, Miriam A. Ashley-Ross
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ABSTRACT
Aquatic C-start escape responses in teleost fishes are driven by a well-studied
network of reticulospinal neurons that produce a motor pattern of simultaneous contraction
of axial muscle on the side of the body opposite the threatening stimulus, bending the fish
into the characteristic C, followed by a traveling wave of muscle contraction on the
contralateral side that moves the fish away from the threat. Superficially, the kinematics of
the terrestrial tail-flip resemble the C-start, with the anterior body rolling up and over the
tail into a tight C shape, followed by straightening as the fish launches off of the caudal
peduncle into ballistic flight. We asked if similar motor control is used for both behaviors
in the amphibious mangrove rivulus, Kryptolebias marmoratus. Fine-wire bipolar
electrodes were percutaneously inserted into repeatable paired axial locations in five
individual fish. Electromyograms synchronized with high-speed video were made of
aquatic C-starts, immediately followed by terrestrial tail-flips. Tail-flips took longer to
complete than aquatic escapes; correspondingly, muscles were activated for longer
durations on land. In the tail-flip, activity was seen in contralateral posterior axial muscle
for an extended period of time during the formation of the C shape, likely to press the
caudal peduncle against the ground in preparation for launch. Tail-flips thus appear to be
produced by modification of the motor pattern driving the aquatic C-start, with differences
consistent with the additional requirement of overcoming gravity.

KEYWORDS: mangrove rivulus; electromyography; escape response; tail-flip; axial
musculature; motor pattern
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INTRODUCTION
The mangrove rivulus, Kryptolebias marmoratus (Cyprinodontiformes), is an
amphibious fish that makes temporary excursions onto land for various reasons: actively
pursuing prey at the water-land interface, purposefully leaving the water due to poor
conditions such as high levels of hydrogen sulfide or anoxia, being stranded at low tide, or
escaping an aquatic predator (Abel et al., 1987; Regan et al., 2011; Pronko et al., 2013).
Minnows, gobies, sculpins, and some other groups of teleost fishes are also capable of
finding themselves on land through active and passive means (Gibb et al., 2013). Once
there, however, these fish must contend with the demands of the terrestrial environment:
buoyant support is lacking, gravity must be overcome, and new predators such as birds or
snakes may be encountered. Mangrove rivulus and many other small fishes lacking
modified fins for terrestrial support and locomotion move by means of a “tail-flip,” a
coordinated movement in which the fish, lying on its side, lifts the head and rolls it over
the tail, then straightens the body, finally launching off of the tail to become a ballistic
projectile (Gibb et al., 2011; Gibb et al., 2013). An unanswered question is how the tailflip behavior is generated.
The aquatic C-start escape response, a fast start regulated by the Mauthner cell and
its associated network of escape neurons, has been thoroughly studied across the fish
phylogeny (Weihs, 1973; Eaton et al., 1977; Eaton and Hackett, 1984; Domenici and Blake,
1997; Hale et al., 2002). This characteristic escape response consists of Stage 1, where a
fish contracts its muscles to curve its body away from the stimulus, followed by Stage 2,
where the fish propels its body out of the C-shape and swims away. In water, mangrove
rivulus perform typical C-starts, although they are considerably slower (Perlman and
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Ashley-Ross, this study) compared to C-starts of similarly sized fishes (Webb, 1978;
Domenici and Blake, 1993b); on land, the tail-flip behavior looks superficially similar to
the C-start escape response and is performed by the mangrove rivulus (Fig. 3.1) (Gibb et
al., 2011; Gibb et al., 2013). Eliciting the terrestrial tail-flip shows similar axial movements
in what appears to be a stereotyped behavior (Wainwright et al., 2011).
The neuromuscular control of specific behaviors might vary due to the physical
environment in which the behavior occurs. Fishes, salamanders, and anurans use the same
appendages to swim, walk, trot, or jump in water and land, and the neural control driving
the muscular output may be different in water and land due to the viscosity of the medium,
overcoming gravitational forces on land compared to buoyancy in water, and the ability to
generate thrust (Gillis, 2000; Gillis and Biewener, 2000; Ellerby et al., 2001; Gillis and
Blob, 2001; Horner and Jayne, 2008; Rivera and Blob, 2010). The “collective output”
(Nishikawa et al., 2007) might be masked due to the physical properties of the medium.
We therefore asked if the motor pattern used to generate the aquatic escape response is
conserved or if a different motor pattern exists for the terrestrial tail-flip behavior. We also
wanted to explore if these respective motor patterns might be considered stereotyped or if
there is a range of flexibility that leads to similar or different kinematic responses in both
media. Specifically, we hypothesize that 1) the motor patterns will be grossly similar
between the two media because of very similar escape kinematics, and 2) that the muscle
intensity and duration to complete the escapes will be greater and longer on land,
respectively, due to the need to overcome gravitational forces.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Five mangrove rivulus fish (Kryptolebias marmoratus) were caught on Long Caye,
Lighthouse Reef Atoll, Belize, Central America (17°13’04.9” N, 87°35’38.7” W) in
August 2011 using the cup trap method (Taylor, 1990) and transferred to Wake Forest
University under the Belize Agricultural Health Authority Certificate # BAHA-IAHC11.08-L009 to BMP. Fish were maintained for two years individually in 32 ounce
containers with 25 ppt seawater and fed 2 ml Artemia spp. nauplii daily. The animal facility
was temperature-controlled (25°C) with a 12:12 hour light:dark cycle. The standard length
(SL), measured from the tip of the snout to the caudal peduncle (Fig. 2) was 3.29±0.07 cm
(mean ± s.d), and the total length (TL), measured from the tip of the snout to the end of the
tail, was 4.05±0.05 cm. The average mass of these fish was 0.636±0.037 grams. To our
knowledge, these are the smallest vertebrates used to conduct electromyographic studies
for aquatic and terrestrial kinematics. All procedures were approved by the Wake Forest
University IACUC (protocols #A11-134 and #A14-078).
Surgical methods
Individual

fish

were

anesthetized

by immersion

in

MS222

(tricaine

methanesulfonate; 0.1 g MS222 per liter of brackish water) with one pellet of potassium
hydroxide to neutralize the acidic MS222. Once the anesthetic took effect (15 to 20
minutes), which was noted by the fish no longer being able to maintain its upright body
orientation, we inserted 6-0 suture via a needle and tied two surgeon’s knots to secure the
suture to the mid-dorsal area of the fish. Five bipolar fine-wire electrodes (50μm wire dia.;
California Fine Wire Co., Grover Beach, California, USA) were percutaneously inserted
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into repeatable locations along the axial musculature of each fish using 30 gauge
hypodermic needles. One pair of electrodes, 2 m in length, was implanted in the anterior
epaxial musculature of the body (left and ride sides) and one pair in the lateralis
superficialis muscles on the posterior part of the body (left and right sides), with one
electrode embedded into the body cavity to act as a ground (Fig. 3.2). All electrodes were
implanted through the barrel of the hypodermic needle, with 0.5 mm of the Teflon coating
removed at the tip of the bi-polar electrodes. The now-exposed bi-polar wires were split
from the tip of the electrode to 1.0 mm down their long axis and bent back over the bevel
of the needle into a hooked position; 0.5 mm of the wire was still coated in Teflon to
prevent any noise between the two wires. Once all the electrodes were implanted, which
took approximately 10-12 minutes in total surgical duration, we glued all of the electrodes
together with rubber cement to form a single flexible cable, and tied a double surgeon’s
knot using the 6-0 suture, which we previously attached to the body, to secure the cable
against the body. We positioned the cable away from the paired and median fins by looping
it on top of the body, then kinking it to rest perpendicular to the long axis of the body in
the vertical direction.
Upon completion of implanting the electrodes, a fish was placed into a 32 ounce
recovery tank (no anesthetic present; 25 ppt seawater) as we transferred the fish from the
surgery platform into a 10 gallon tank (25 ppt seawater) to conduct the EMG trials.
Specimens were allowed to recover for a minimum of 20 minutes after the opening and
closing of their opercles returned to a normal breathing pattern. The recovery time followed
the general rule about being twice as long as the surgical procedure (Flammang and Lauder,
2008). We connected the electrodes to separate channels of differential AC amplifiers (AM
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Systems, Sequim, Washington, USA), with a gain of 10,000X, 60 Hz notch filter, and a
bandpass of 300-10,000 Hz, and recorded the EMG signals on a Lenovo ThinkPad
computer (Lenovo Systems, Inc., Morrisville, North Carolina, USA). Electromyograms
were captured at 3,230 Hz and analyzed in AcqKnowledge version 3.9.1 (BIOPAC
Systems, Inc., Goleta, California, USA). Onset and offset times of muscle activity in the
electromyogram were determined by eye, using the criteria that the burst activity was at
least twice the amplitude of the baseline noise level (usually extremely small). All cables
and the tank were covered in a Faraday cage (aluminum mesh; grounded) to reduce
potential electrical noise.
We used a high speed video camera (Fastec Imaging, San Diego, California, USA)
positioned in a lateral view to record the aquatic and terrestrial escape responses of each
fish (500 frames per second). Two LED light arrays (WF Studio Systems, Cowboy Studio,
Allen, Texas, USA) were used for illumination. A trigger pulse stopped the video recording
and was also captured in AcqKnowledge as a separate channel; this pulse was used to
synchronize the video with EMG signals. All videos were imported into ImageJ (Research
Services Branch National Institute of Mental Health, Bethesda, Maryland, USA) (Rasband,
2008) for kinematic analysis.
We approached the head of the fish with the handle end of a dip net to elicit an
aquatic escape response (N=1-4 trials per specimen; N=5 specimens). Immediately
following the aquatic trials, individual specimens were placed onto wetted bench liner
paper adjacent to the aquatic tank and the end of a dip net or an index finger was used to
elicit a terrestrial escape response (N=1-4 trials per specimen). No differences in the fish’s
reaction time were observed between the two stimuli. The same individuals were used for
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both the aquatic and terrestrial trials. Aquatic and terrestrial kinematics were recorded
before implantation of electrodes as a control to measure if escape responses differed with
and without the electrodes. Kinematic measurements included time to reach maximum
body curvature (Stage 1 duration), curvature coefficient, and entire duration of either the
C-start escape response or terrestrial tail-flip. No statistical differences were observed in
the same individuals when responses with and without electrodes were compared
(Student’s t-test: P>0.05; SPSS v. 19.0, Armonk, New York, USA).
Upon completion of the EMG recordings, we euthanized each fish via an overdose
of MS222 and dissected the electrodes to verify they were implanted in the targeted muscle.
Distance measurements were taken from the tip of the snout to a specific vertebra for each
electrode. We performed a two-tailed Student’s t-test to note if the location of the paired
electrodes (anterior and posterior pairs) along the axial musculature were offset (left versus
right). We found no differences between the left and right sides of the body where we
implanted the anterior and posterior pairs of electrodes, respectively (paired anterior
muscles: P=0.780; paired posterior muscles: P=0.075). For example, if we recorded
asynchronous muscle activity on the left and right sides of the body in the anterior region,
we would know the difference in onset time of muscle activation was not due to the
electrodes being placed at different positions along the length of the body as the activation
propagates along the long axis of the body.
To compare motor patterns of aquatic versus terrestrial escape responses, we
performed a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA; fixed factor = media [water
versus land]) using the following variables: muscle onset time (milliseconds), muscle
duration (milliseconds), and the rectified integrated area of the muscle burst (a measure of
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muscle activation intensity; volts*milliseconds). We also compared the peak voltage (volts)
generated by all four muscles during the aquatic escape response and the terrestrial tail-flip
using a paired two sample t-test. To compare the kinematics of the aquatic and terrestrial
escape responses, we measured the duration to complete Stage 1 (when the body reached
its maximum curvature) and Stage 2 (when the fish propelled its body out of the C-bend
and became straight in water, and when the fish launched off the terrestrial substrate to
become a ballistic projectile). To standardize our comparisons of the maximum body
curvature reached at the end of Stage 1 and the duration to complete Stage 1 in both media,
we calculated the curvature coefficient (Webb, 1978b; Brainerd and Patek, 1998). We
slightly modified this dimensionless number by measuring the chord length (CL), which
we described as the distance from the tip of the snout to the caudal peduncle when the fish
was bent, divided by the standard length (SL) of the body when the fish was straight (tip
of the snout to the caudal peduncle (Fig. 3.2). Brainerd and Patek (Brainerd and Patek,
1998) measured the CL (when fish was bent) and SL (when fish was straight) from the
base of the head to the caudal peduncle. Since body curvature varied among individuals
within and across media, we recorded the duration to reach a curvature coefficient of 0.74,
which was achieved by all specimens, to observe if there were differences in reaching the
same body curvature in different media. We used a MANOVA to compare our results and
a Tukey’s post hoc test to determine where actual differences occurred. For all statistics
used, we set α=0.05 to determine significant differences.
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RESULTS
We observed differences in the motor pattern of aquatic escape response versus
terrestrial tail-flip in the mangrove rivulus (MANOVA with media as the fixed factor:
F5,60=53.837, P<0.0001; Wilk’s Lambda=0.182; η2=0.818). In the aquatic escape response,
there was initially synchronous activity in the anterior and posterior axial muscle on the
side of the fish away from the stimulus (“ipsilateral” [to the C bend] muscles; Tukey’s post
hoc test on muscle onset: P=0.999), where the fish reached its maximum bending in the
form of a C-shape at the end of Stage 1 (Figs 3.3, 3.4). A traveling wave (anterior to
posterior) of asynchronous activity followed in the contralateral axial muscle (Tukey’s post
hoc test on muscle onset: P< 0.001), which allowed the fish to propel itself out of the Cshape and away from the stimulus, thus completing Stage 2 of the escape response (Fig.
3.4; see the supplementary material Movie S3.1).
The terrestrial tail-flip was driven by a similar motor pattern to the aquatic C start,
but with consistent differences: asynchronous muscle activity in the ipsilateral (concave
side of the C) muscles (anterior activated before the posterior; Tukey’s post hoc test:
P<0.001), whereas the contralateral muscles showed synchronous activity after a short
delay following ipsilateral muscle activity (Tukey’s post hoc test on contralateral muscle
onset: P=0.993; Fig. 3.4; see the supplementary material Movie S3.2). Stage 1 occupied a
shorter duration in water (26.6±1.5 ms; mean ± s.e.m.) compared to terrestrial trials
(80.0±2.9 ms; MANOVA: P<0.0001). Stage 2 was also significantly shorter in duration
aquatically (30.5±2.1 ms) compared to Stage 2 on land (42.9±1.5 ms; MANOVA:
P<0.0001). Overall, the motor pattern of the aquatic escape response was similar to that of
other adult teleosts and fit within the parameters of being a C-start escape response (≤100
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ms) (Jayne and Lauder, 1993). Note that the average aquatic escape response occurred in
57.1±3.1 ms (mean ± s.e.m.), whereas the average terrestrial tail-flip took 122.9±3.6 ms,
well beyond the duration of being considered a fast start escape response.
In the tail-flip, the onset time for muscle activation occurred earlier relative to time
zero (first movement of the fish’s body) than in the aquatic escape response (Fig. 3.4;
MANOVA: DF=7; F=8.508; P=0.005). Duration of total muscle activation was longer for
the terrestrial escape compared to the aquatic C-start (P=0.002). Muscle intensity
(volts*milliseconds) was greater during the tail-flip compared to the aquatic escape
response (P=0.004; Fig. 3.4). Peak voltage (mean ± s.e.m.) generated by the four muscles
of the mangrove rivulus in the aquatic escape response (0.568±0.159 volts) were not
different compared to the peak voltage generated by the muscles during the terrestrial tailflip (0.611±0.125 volts; paired two sample t-test: P=0.808). To remove duration of muscle
activation as a confounding factor in calculating muscle intensity across the two media, we
divided the intensity (volts*ms) of the muscle burst by its duration (ms) to get an average
voltage (volts) value. The average intensity value (mean ± s.d.) in water was 0.27±0.15
volts, and on land it was 0.23±0.07 volts. No statistical difference was observed (paired
two sample t-test: P=0.34).
When comparing the maximum body curvature achieved, there was a significant
difference between the aquatic and terrestrial curvature coefficient (Student’s t-test
assuming unequal variance: P=0.002). Specimens on land achieved a greater amount of
body curvature (C-shape) compared to the curvature generated during the aquatic escape
response. When comparing the duration to reach a curvature coefficient of 0.74, fish
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reached that curvature coefficient faster in water compared to specimens on land (Student’s
t-test assuming equal variance: P<0.0001).
When comparing the total duration (ms) of the escape behaviors, mangrove rivulus
showed a lower coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by the mean)
(Wainwright et al., 2011) in the terrestrial tail-flip (0.248) compared to the aquatic escape
response (0.490). The tail-flip appears to be a more stereotyped behavior when eliciting a
response via the same stimulus compared to a much more variable escape response in the
water under the same conditions other than the medium.
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DISCUSSION
We conclude that a modification of the motor pattern producing the aquatic C-start
behavior drives the terrestrial tail-flip. The two behaviors are similar in the overall
kinematic pattern of bending the body into a C-shape, followed by straightening and
movement away from the starting position. The motor patterns are similar in the periods of
overlapping activity in the anterior and posterior axial muscle, first on the ipsilateral
(concave) side, followed by activity on the contralateral side. However, we also note the
following differences in the tail-flip compared to the aquatic escape response: (1) the earlier,
asynchronous activation of anterior and posterior ipsilateral muscle in advance of Stage 1;
(2) the synchronous onset of activity in the contralateral axial muscle during Stage 1 (never
seen in the aquatic C-start for the mangrove rivulus); and (3) the longer duration of muscle
activation (both ipsi- and contralateral). We hypothesize that during Stage 1 of the tail-flip,
the asynchronous ipsilateral muscle bursts reflect the anterior-to-posterior pattern of
“peeling” the body away from the substrate, where the fish was likely to press the caudal
peduncle against the substrate in preparation for the launch to become a ballistic projectile
via early offset of the ipsilateral anterior muscle with longer activity (delayed offset) in the
ipsilateral posterior muscle. The overlap in muscle activity by the anterior and posterior
muscles contralateral to the C-shape powered the fish’s body through Stage 1 and may
pressurize the body and store elastic energy. Activity of the anterior muscle might control
the bending so the behavior is smoothly executed. The earlier onset time (relative to time
zero) and longer duration of ipsilateral muscle activity is likely required to overcome
gravitational loads when bending into the C-shape or to stress the elastic elements for
energy storage.
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It is possible that more than muscle activity alone may be responsible for the rapid
launch behavior. Pre-loading of the contralateral axial muscle during the initial bend into
the C-shape (suggested by the low-level activity during Stage 1) would stretch the series
and parallel elastic elements of the muscle, as well as stretch the connective tissue of the
myosepta and superficial collagen fibers (Wainwright, 1983), storing elastic strain energy.
Additionally, bending of the thin, splint-like neural and hemal spines that span multiple
intervertebral joints (Ashley-Ross et al., 2014) may occur as a result of body bending
(Videler, 1993), potentially storing strain energy as well. Return of this energy may hasten
straightening of the body axis and consequent ballistic launch. Finally, many
cyprinodontiform fishes that make terrestrial forays onto land share a similar morphology
of fused hypurals (Parenti, 1981). Mangrove rivulus have fused hypural bones, which
appears to be characteristic of fishes capable of performing coordinated tail-flips (Gibb et
al., 2013; Ashley-Ross et al., 2014). It is as yet unclear whether the fused hypurals bend
(and thus store elastic strain energy) during the tail-flip, or whether they serve primarily to
provide a more stable platform from which to control the launch.
What ultimately underlies the difference between aquatic and terrestrial escape
behaviors? Environmental variables may combine with motor pattern plasticity to generate
distinct behaviors: gravitational loads, buoyancy, viscosity, and other environmental
mechanics may lead to performance differences, or multifunctionality, in water and land
(Nishikawa et al., 2007; Denny, 1993; Vogel, 1994). Many animals are capable of
multifunctionality, such as turtles using their appendages to paddle and walk (Earhart and
Stein, 2000), eels undulating their bodies for swimming in water and moving onto land
(Gillis, 1998a; Biewener and Gillis, 1999; Gillis, 2000; Ellerby et al., 2001), the Pacific
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leaping blenny using its median and paired fins to swim in water and for hopping and
twisting on land (Hsieh, 2010), and the mangrove rivulus using its body for transitioning
onto land (Pronko et al., 2013) and tail-flipping once out of the water (Gibb et al., 2013;
Ashley- Ross et al., 2014). Nishikawa and colleagues (Nishikawa et al., 2007) hypothesized
that the environment may be an important factor in causing neural circuits to reorganize,
making it difficult to tease apart the “collective output” involving the relationships between
the brain, sensory organs, muscles, and the environment in terms of the evolution of a novel
muscle pattern or behavior. Rivera and Blob (Rivera and Blob, 2010) raised similar
questions involving differences found in muscle duration and intensity for the slider turtle
(Trachemys scripta) when swimming or walking on land, where the same forelimb and
hindlimb muscles were activated to generate both behaviors across the two environments.
In the toad (Bufo marinus), Gillis and Biewener (Gillis and Biewener, 2000) found
differences in the mechanical behavior of the hindlimbs between jumping and swimming,
which they interpreted as due to a change in the motor output that may, in turn, have been
influenced by differences in the physical environment. In our study, we observed the same
muscles being recruited for both aquatic and terrestrial escapes with differences found in
the motor patterns generated that ultimately provided similar kinematic output. Horner and
Jayne (Horner and Jayne, 2014) showed that lungfish increase their lateral bending of the
vertebral column and increase the amplitude of axial muscle activity when moving on land.
There was also an increase in the duration of muscle activity and the axial bending through
a locomotor cycle, similar to the increased time of muscle activity and the kinematic output
for mangrove rivulus when moving on land. Although lungfish do not tail-flip, the motor
patterns show similar responses to the change in environment.
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In the aquatic environment, by changing the approach angle and location of the
stimulus to the fish of interest, the escape elicited will vary considerably, demonstrating
the plasticity of the fast-start escape response generated by the Mauthner cells and their
associated network of brainstem escape neurons (Eaton et al., 2001; Foreman and Eaton,
1993). This ‘direction change concept’ allows for the differences in both agonist and
antagonist muscle activity, with respect to the side of the stimulus, and may be responsible
for why we observed statistically different motor patterns in the escape response in
mangrove rivulus across both aquatic and terrestrial media. We observed a greater amount
of stereotypy (lower coefficient of variation) in the tail-flip compared to that of the aquatic
C-start. This might have been due to the fish having a reduced number of possible
directions to go in a successful tail-flip (which are always toward the tail and away from
the substrate), as opposed to the aquatic C-start where the fish could escape in nearly any
direction. In both water and on land, we approached the fish with a stimulus from a 45°
angle toward the head region. This angle was kept constant throughout the trials; however,
the stimulus was always directed anteriorly when on land and sometimes anteriorly and off
to one side of the body in the aquatic trials, which may have been enough to generate a
different response due to the Mauthner neurons responding differently to changes in
stimulus angle, and thus a difference in muscle burst onset and offset to power through
Stage 1 and 2 of the escape response. Even so, the “direction change” concept does not
account for all of the observed differences between aquatic and terrestrial escapes, most
notably the different finding of extended contralateral muscle activity during Stage 1. Thus,
the terrestrial tail-flip is not merely a C-start performed, unchanged, on land, but an
example of how an effective behavior for a new environment may be produced by active
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modification of an ancient, robust, and flexible motor pattern driving rapid movements in
fishes.
Though the neural circuitry has not yet been described in the mangrove rivulus,
based on the similar escape kinematics by this species in water, we hypothesize that the
Mauthner cell and its associated neural network drives the C-start, which is similar to that
of other modern teleosts (Eaton et al., 1977). This large reticulospinal neuron is a
synapomorphy in Actinopteryigian fishes, and was also present in Petromyzontiformes
(lampreys and hagfishes) approximately 300 million years ago (Zottoli, 1978; Eaton et al.,
2001; Hale et al., 2002). We have shown that the terrestrial tail-flip is a distinct motor
pattern in at least one member of the Atherinomorpha (rivulus), and we expect that similar
motor patterns drive the tail flip in other fish taxa. It is unclear whether the Mauthner
neuron is involved in the generation of the terrestrial escape response. Understanding
where this distinct motor pattern evolved across the fish phylogenetic tree and how
widespread it may be among other groups of fishes that are capable of performing tail-flips
on land (Cypriniformes, Esociformes, Gobiiformes, Blennioidei, other Atherinomorphs,
and Perciformes) (Gibb et al., 2013) would provide needed data to determine how
conserved this motor pattern may be across the diversity of fishes.
An unanswered question is why this different motor pattern is required to
successfully execute a terrestrial tail flip; i.e., why is the Mauthner-driven C-start pattern
not appropriate? As the fish cannot be convinced to use the “wrong” motor pattern, the
most direct way to explore this question without invasive tampering of the nervous system
would be by constructing a biomimetic robot. Long and colleagues (Long et al., 2004; Long
et al., 2006) have used this approach fruitfully to test hypotheses regarding body stiffness
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and swimming behaviors. In Tadro, the tadpole robot mimicking an ascidian larva, they
manipulated the number of vertebrae in its axial skeleton to test its ability to successfully
forage and avoid a non-evolving predator when swimming on the water’s surface.
Increased foraging success (toward a light source) and survivability (avoiding a predator)
occurred with an increased number of vertebrae that provided greater body stiffness and a
faster oscillating tail frequency (Long et al., 2004). In the more complex MARMT (mobile
autonomous robot for mechanical testing), Long and colleagues (Long et al., 2011)
manipulated the tail-beat frequency, tail amplitude, swimming behavior, and the number
of vertebrae. Changing the body stiffness resulted in different swimming behaviors; thus,
the authors concluded that morphological differences were responsible for both altering
body stiffness and behavior.
We propose that constructing a fish robot (“ichthybot”) with morphology
resembling the mangrove rivulus might be the most informative way to tease apart the
effects of the environment on the kinematic output. With suitable actuators, one could drive
this robot in both water and on land using the two different motor patterns (aquatic C-start
and terrestrial tail-flip) and thus directly test how the physical environment modulates
whole-body behavior.
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Figure 3.1

Figure 3.1 Diagram of the aquatic C-start escape response, modified from Hale and
colleagues (Hale et al., 2002), depicting the various stages of the behavior. Grossly similar
is the terrestrial tail-flip, exhibiting similar body modification for both Stage 1 (maximum
body curvature) and Stage 2 (straightening the body as it propels out of the C-bend).
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Figure 3.2

Figure 3.2 Dorsal view of the mangrove rivulus with landmarks (orange dots) of the four
fine-wire electrodes implanted into repeatable locations on the body. A fifth electrode was
implanted into the body cavity to act as a ground (not shown). The circular-profiled, lobed
tail is illustrated to demonstrate its plate-like form when it lies flush with the substrate due
to the torqueing of the posterior region of the body when the fish is out of the water. The
fish on the right is in a C-shape position at the end of Stage 1 during the escape response,
with the concave side defined as the ipsilateral side (shown in white) for a given escape
response, and the convex side defined as the contralateral side (shown in yellow). Standard
length (SL) is the distance from the tip of the snout to the caudal peduncle when the
longitudinal axis of the fish’s body is completely straight. Chord length (CL) is the distance
from the tip of the snout to the caudal peduncle, regardless of body position.
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Figure 3.3

Figure 3.3 Raw electromyographic traces of a single representative sequence of the aquatic
C-start escape response and the terrestrial tail-flip from an individual mangrove rivulus.
The frame before the initial movement of the fish is denoted as time zero, represented in
the figure as the left side of each trace. The thin vertical dashed lines represent the
completion of Stage 1 for both the aquatic C-start and the terrestrial tail-flip. The thick
vertical dashed lines represent the end of Stage 2 for the escape behaviors. The horizontal
scale bar is 50 ms, with the vertical scale bars in volts. See the text for a detailed description
of the motor patterns observed.
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Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.4 Mean muscle activation for both aquatic (closed bars) and terrestrial (open bars)
trials. The vertical dashed line denotes the frame before the first movement (time 0) during
the escape responses. Stage 1 (light gray) and Stage 2 (dark gray) were significantly shorter
in duration aquatically compared to Stage 1 and Stage 2 on land (MANOVA: P<0.0001).
Aquatic ipsilateral muscles were synchronous in activation, with asynchronous
contralateral muscle activation, with the anterior muscle activating before the posterior
contralateral muscle. Terrestrial ipsilateral muscle activation was asynchronous, followed
by synchronous contralateral muscle activation. Anterior ipsilateral muscle was activated
before the posterior ipsilateral muscle. IP = ipsilateral; CON = contralateral. Scale bar =
10 volt*ms. Error bars are the standard error. Left error bars denote the SE onset time as
right error bars represent the SE behavioral duration. The width of the bars are the mean
duration of the C-start (closed bars) and tail-flip (open bars), with the height of the bars
representing the mean muscle intensity (volt*ms).
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Supplementary materials are located in the WakeSpace data repository at
http://hdl.handle.net/10339/58894

Movie S3.1 Aquatic escape response. The end of a dip net was used as a stimulus to elicit
a fast-start escape response. Filmed at 500 frames per second.

Movie S3.2 Terrestrial escape response. The end of a dip net or a finger was used as a
stimulus to elicit a terrestrial tail-flip (no statistical differences were found in the latent
response of using either stimulus; Student’s t-test: P>0.05). Filmed at 500 frames per
second.
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ABSTRACT
Kryptolebias marmoratus (Cyprinodontiformes), the mangrove rivulus, is a quasiamphibious fish known to make directed movements on land by means of a tail-flip
behavior involving the axial musculoskeletal system. We asked whether the morphology
of the axial myomeres have been specialized to facilitate this terrestrial behavior. We
compared populations of adult K. marmoratus to non-amphibious juvenile Micropterus
salmoides (Perciformes), the largemouth bass, via gross dissection. Preserved specimens
of K. marmoratus (n = 4) and M. salmoides (n = 4) were skinned and stained with Lugol’s
iodine during dissection prior to being photographed through a light microscope, and axial
muscles were traced via a camera lucida. We found that in contrast to the characteristic
“W” morphology of teleost myomeres as exemplified by the juvenile bass, the myomeres
of the mangrove rivulus have a central portion with a “V” shape with respect to the long
axis of the body, apparently separated from distinct dorsal and ventral longitudinal bundles
of muscle (that in other teleosts would form the terminal arms of the “W”). We suggest
that the morphological differences in axial musculature observed in K. marmoratus may
correlate with specialization for transitioning from water to land and other modes of
terrestrial locomotion. Exploring the motor patterns of these muscles under a suite of
behavioral conditions, along with similar experiments in related species will help reveal
how this musculoskeletal form may fit a particular function.

KEYWORDS: mangrove rivulus; largemouth bass; jumping fish; axial muscle; myomeres;
morphology
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INTRODUCTION
Animals have a range of muscle morphologies that are correlated with different
locomotor behaviors. For example, tuna have replaced caudal musculature with tendon,
creating a more energy-efficient apparatus for power transfer (Altringham & Ellerby, 1999).
This morphological change is a tradeoff that decreases maneuverability and leads to the
benefit of improved high-speed cruising, essential to tuna lifestyles. Contrary to the
cruising behavior in tuna, the northern pike elicits a fast-start predatory behavior to quickly
accelerate and overtake prey (Frith & Blake, 1995). The pike have a very high percentage
of total mass as body musculature, along with an increased caudal surface area due to dorsal
and anal fin arrangement that facilitates the high power, high thrust output associated with
the short bursts in fast-start behaviors (Frith & Blake, 1995). Interestingly, both of these
extreme exemplar fishes with different swimming behaviors have similar axial muscle
morphology: a series of myomeres linked by connective tissue that span an anteroposterior
arrangement. The myomeres have a characteristic “W” shape, with muscle fibers that
follow helical trajectories within the white muscle blocks to either side of the vertebral
column (Alexander, 1969; van Raamsdonk et al. 1980; Gemballa & Treiber, 2003). It is
surprising the muscle morphology is similar, but since both species are swimming in water,
perhaps that is a constraint.
In contrast to characteristic teleost fishes with a fusiform body such as Atlantic
mackerel (Gemballa & Treiber, 2003), Kryptolebias marmoratus, the mangrove rivulus, is
a small quasi-amphibious fish with a dorsoventrally compressed and elongate body that
inhabits mangrove swamps ranging from Florida, USA to southern Brazil (Huehner et al.
1985). The mangrove rivulus is renowned for its terrestrial locomotion (Huehner et al. 1985;
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Taylor, 1990; Pronko et al. 2013), especially because it lacks any external features
indicative of an amphibious habit (Ashley-Ross et al. 2014; Pronko et al. 2013). Pronko et
al (2013) describe a suite of behaviors including the launch, squiggle, and pounce, all
controlled movements to facilitate movement onto land. After crossing the water-land
interface, rivulus performs what appears to be a stereotyped tail-flipping behavior, in which
the body is curved into a C-shape through the contraction of the ipsilateral axial
musculature, exhibiting controlled locomotion on land (Gibb et al. 2013; Perlman &
Ashley-Ross, accepted). The variable nature of the mangrove habitat pressures rivulus to
seek refuge on land. They migrate to fallen logs to avoid evaporating, hypoxic, and stagnant
waters (Huehner et al. 1985). Furthermore, rivulus uses its pouncing behavior to catch prey
at the water-land interface (Pronko et al. 2013). Thus, the locomotor repertoire of K.
marmoratus is distinct from that of more typical teleosts, suggesting that their muscular
anatomy might likewise show differences from that of strictly aquatic fishes.
We sought to complement the growing body of literature on the morphology and
physiology (Ong et al. 2007; Regan et al. 2011; Turko et al. 2012; Wright, 2012) and
kinematics (Pronko et al. 2013; Gibb et al. 2013; Ashley-Ross et al. 2014) of K.
marmoratus by characterizing their axial musculature, and comparing it to the morphology
of a fully aquatic species. We show that mangrove rivulus have a non-typical arrangement
of their axial musculature, with the usual epaxial and hypaxial anterior-pointing arms
(Gemballa & Roder, 2004) at the dorsal and ventral extremes being apparently modified
into separate longitudinal muscle bundles.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals used in the study
Four amphibious adult mangrove rivulus, K. marmoratus, were used: standard
length (SL) = 3.06 ± 0.15 cm (mean ± SD); total length (TL) = 3.65 ± 0.19 cm. Four
juvenile largemouth bass, Micropterus salmoides, were used in order to represent an
exclusively aquatic fish with characteristic myomere morphology: SL = 10.88 ± 0.54 cm;
TL = 12.58 ± 0.82. Mangrove rivulus were reared in the colony at WFU and overdosed in
MS-222 (tricaine methanesulfonate) to conduct the muscle dissections. Bass were obtained
from Carolina Biological, Inc. (Burlington, NC, USA). Frozen individuals from both
species that were used in previous kinematic studies (n = 2 mangrove rivulus; n = 4 bass)
were defrosted and dissected. All animal care followed the Wake Forest University IACUC
protocol A11-134 and A14-078 to BMP.
Muscle description
Both species followed the same protocol with respect to myomere preparations and
description. Under a Zeiss Stemi stereomicroscope we removed the scales, skin, and
pigment by scraping with a scalpel. We made an incision with micro scissors and cut the
skin from the distal end of the opercle moving along the lateral midline on one side of the
body towards the caudal peduncle. Using forceps we peeled back the layers of skin to
expose all axial muscle along the incision. Once all muscles were exposed, the specimens
were immersed in Weigert Lugol’s iodine solution for approximately 10 minutes.
Individuals were then placed under the microscope and preliminary sketches were made
with a camera lucida attached to the stereomicroscope. Photographs were then taken on a
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Leica MZ16 FA fluorescence stereomicroscope (Leica Microsystems, Heerbrugg,
Switzerland) using a Leica KL 1500 LCD light source (Meyer Instruments, Houston, Texas,
USA). The digital images were traced using CanvasX (system version: 10.4.9; ACD
Systems, Inc. 2005). Detailed traces of muscle fibers from the camera lucida were used to
corroborate traced images from CanvasX and include the subtle fiber directions in the
myomere structure and both dorsal and ventral longitudinal muscle bundles.
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RESULTS
The axial muscle morphology in juvenile Micropterus salmoides was observed to
be the same as in its adult form (Winterbottom, 1973) and exhibited a typical teleost
arrangement with the myomeres portraying the characteristic “W” morphology (Fig. 4.1;
Alexander, 1969). The superficial muscle fibers had a general trend of running nearly
longitudinally at dorsal, mid-lateral, and ventral locations in the caudal region (Fig. 4.2).
In more anterior regions, the fibers made a shallow angle to the long axis of the fish as they
approached the horizontal myoseptum (Fig. 4.2).
The myomeres in Kryptolebias marmoratus possessed a different arrangement.
They exhibited a simple chevron, or “V” morphology. The anterior-pointing branches of
the typical “W” morphology were replaced by what appeared to be two distinct dorsal and
ventral longitudinal bundles (Figs 4.3 and 4.4). The two identified dorsal and ventral
bundles were easily separable from the central V-shaped axial musculature (Fig. 4.5),
though no obvious tendinous septum divides them. The dorsal longitudinal bundle ran from
just posterior to the cranium to the caudal peduncle (Fig. 4.1). The ventral longitudinal
bundle ran from the base of the pectoral girdle to the caudal peduncle. Muscle fibers were
oriented axially in both longitudinal bundles. The muscle fibers in the chevron tended to
run diagonally from the horizontal myoseptum towards the bundles in a steeper, more
pinnate fashion (Fig. 4.2) than in juvenile bass.
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DISCUSSION
The myomere arrangement in adult Kryptolebias marmoratus exhibits a chevron,
V-shaped morphology. This unique muscle morphology differs from the characteristic Wshaped myomere arrangement seen in almost all other teleost species (Gemballa & Vogel,
2002; Gemballa & Treiber, 2003; Gemballa et al. 2006). The cosmopolitan W-shaped
myomere morphology was identified in juvenile Micropterus salmoides, as expected since
that is the typical muscle morphology found in their adult stage, thus not showing any
ontogenetic differences. The bass myomeres are continuous dorsoventrally, lacking any
large septa that distinguish different longitudinal muscle bundles. However, K.
marmoratus has what appears to be two profound dorsal and ventral longitudinal muscle
bundles, the dorsal bundle originating immediately posterior to the cranium and the ventral
bundle originating from the pectoral girdle, with both longitudinal bundles extending all
the way to the caudal peduncle. Takahashi (1917) describes similar dorsal and ventral
longitudinal muscles, named the supra- and infracarinalis muscles, respectively, in
Cyprinus carpio, the common carp. These carinalis muscles have an anterior, median, and
posterior region, are well developed in some fish species, such as C. carpio, and are closely
associated with the fin muscles that erect, depress, and incline the fin rays. The
supracarinalis muscle attaches to the ventral-most regions of a dorsal fin ray and inserts
onto the neural spine, with the muscle spanning the entire dorsal region from the area just
behind the cranium to the caudal fin. The infracarinalis muscle attaches to the hind-most
regions of the pelvic fin and inserts on the most posterior hemal spine, with the muscle
spanning the entire ventral region to the caudal fin (Takahashi, 1917). These muscles are
also described in the bluegill sunfish as thin, paired muscles located at the most dorsal and
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ventral margins of the caudal peduncle (Flammang & Lauder, 2008). The two muscles,
although medially located, were found not to affect dorsal and ventral flexion of the body,
respectively (Takahashi, 1917).
Flammang and Lauder (2008) found that the carinalis muscles were activated to
participate in controlling the expansion of the tail fin of bluegill sunfish, Lepomis
macrochirus, at certain swimming speeds. The increased surface area in the caudal fin
associated with the carinalis muscle contraction could perhaps facilitate the terrestrial tailflip behavior in the mangrove rivulus when it presses the caudal peduncle against the
substrate in preparation to launching into the air. Thus, it is possible that the two
longitudinal muscle bundles play an active role in assisting locomotion on land.
Flammang and Lauder (2008) also illustrate how supra- and infracarinalis muscles
consist of red muscle fibers. Concluding that carinalis muscles abduct caudal fin rays, and
how the authors posit the muscles control dorsal and anal fins, this slow-oxidative fiber
type is expected due to the energetics of red muscle and the constant recruitment of fin rays
for sustained swimming in a bluegill sunfish. Thus, we must again consider the axial
muscle morphology of the mangrove rivulus and how that might influence its function on
land. With such exaggerated dorsal and ventral longitudinal bundles, which we suggest to
be the carinalis muscles, mangrove rivulus would be able to sustain contractile force on the
fin rays to maximize fin ray abduction. Assuming that the dorsal and anal fin rays are
recruited in concert with the caudal fin rays in preparation of the tail-flip behavior on land,
the mangrove rivulus can create a platform in the caudal region with a dramatically
increased surface area in comparison to its aquatic resting state. The balance and stability
created in this state form a dynamic that might allow the mangrove rivulus to vigorously
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recruit tail axial musculature to maximize force output and stabilize body torsion to
facilitate the tail-flip.
An alternative that should be considered is that the longitudinal muscle bundles are
the anterior-pointing arms of the myomeres, just separated from the more central parts, and
not homologous with the carinalis muscles. Takahashi (1917) found the carinalis muscles,
which are closely associated with the fin ray muscles (erector, depressor, inclinator), not
to affect body flexion or fin ray movement. The most dorsal and ventral sections of the
axial musculature may separate during some point of development in the rivulus,
converting the typical W-shaped morphology into a V-shaped axial musculature. Thus, the
enlargement of the anterior pointing branches of axial musculature may facilitate force
transduction and power output in the jumping behavior of rivulus via larger muscle mass
recruitment (Flammang & Lauder, 2008). We must test if the dorsal and ventral
longitudinal muscle bundles are homologous to the carinalis muscles or separated-off
derivatives of axial myomere musculature, as the architectural arrangement of the
myomeres, and thus nerve innervation, influences how forces are transmitted along the
body (Gemballa & Vogel, 2002), which might generate different kinematic outputs.
Flammang and Lauder (2008) describe myomere muscle contraction via
electromyography during steady swimming of the bluegill sunfish, Lepomis macrochirus.
They conclude that intrinsic tail muscles, such as the carinalis, can be recruited separately
from adjacent myomere muscle fibers. These muscles are restricted to the most posterior
regions of the tail, whereas in K. marmoratus, the apparent carinalis muscles are larger
with respect to body size and span the body from the cranium to the caudal peduncle. The
carinalis muscles are constantly being recruited to fire at low intensity to sustain swimming.
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Thus, it would be interesting to see how the muscles are activated during the burst-like
behavior of the tail-flip in K. marmoratus, and to see if they are actually maximizing caudal
fin expansion on land. If the apparent supra- and infracarinalis muscles are indeed separate
longitudinal muscle bundles from the mid-body myomeres, we would expect asynchronous
muscle activity during contraction when the rivulus performs a tail-flip.
Jayne and Lauder (1995) found asynchronous activity in the muscle fibers from
different regions of individual myomeres in largemouth bass, Micropterus salmoides.
Onset times of muscle activity in the epaxial and hypaxial regions of a myomere were
found to differ from activation of the muscle fibers closer to the horizontal myoseptum.
Myomeres in the anterior region of the body were activated before posterior myomeres,
providing evidence that sequential muscle activity propagates toward the tail along the
body to assist the fish in undulatory swimming (Jayne & Lauder, 1995). If these
longitudinal muscles are not different muscles but parts of the myomere, then we might
expect fast-glycolytic muscle fibers that activate synchronously with other muscle fibers
near the horizontal myosepta. Targeting the longitudinal muscles via EMG and fiber-typing
experiments will help us understand their role in the motor pattern that drives the terrestrial
tail-flip behavior in the mangrove rivulus.
Fiber-typing the muscles might reveal fast, glycolytic white muscle that composes
most of the axial musculature. On the other hand, if the longitudinal bundles are in fact
supra- and infracarinalis muscles, then we might expect electromyographic (EMG)
recordings to reveal a much more continuous muscle contraction at lower activity. This
motor pattern would be consistent with previously described carinalis EMG analysis, and
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fiber-typing would show slow, oxidative muscle as described by Flammang and Lauder
(2008).
We plan to investigate the functional role of these two longitudinal muscles to better
understand the mechanics that drive the terrestrial tail-flip behavior. We recently described
the motor patterns generated during aquatic and terrestrial escape responses by targeting
the epaxial and hypaxial musculature of K. marmoratus (Perlman & Ashley-Ross,
accepted). These muscles are most likely storing elastic energy during initial contraction
of Stage 1 of the tail-flip when the fish moves into a C-shape to generate maximum body
curvature, and release that energy to assist with greater thrust generation during the launch
phase when the fish becomes airborne. There is the possibility these muscles could be
expanding the tail fin, as Flammang and Lauder (2008) suggest.
A few other fishes have been observed to move efficiently on land, but not with the
prowess of the mangrove rivulus. For example, Gambusia affinis, the mosquito fish,
performs a similar tail-flip behavior to locomote on land. Gibb et al (2011) describe how
G. affinis launches from the substrate at a 46 degree angle to maximize distance covered,
whilst orienting their head in the air to remain pointing in the direction of travel; upon
landing, G. affinis may not have their head pointing in the desired escape path.
Comparatively, K. marmoratus reorients their tail after landing to point to the direction of
future travel (personal observation). Alticus arnoldorum, the Pacific leaping blenny,
employs an axial tail twisting behavior to facilitate terrestrial jumps (Hsieh, 2010). The
blenny can leap by curling the tail anteriorly to position its body in a C-shape, where it then
pushes off the ground in a prone position and propels into ballistic flight. Like the
mangrove rivulus, the terrestrial blenny is extremely efficient at replicating this behavior,
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having very few “slips” prior to jumping (Hsieh, 2010). Another fish observed to move
terrestrially is Fundulus notti, the starhead topminnow (Mast, 1915). The topminnow
behaves with a modified tail-flip behavior similar to that of the rivulus (Mast, 1915). It
locomotes with successive jumps, and consistently reorients its body to the direction of
travel after each landing (Goodyear, 1970). The starhead topminnow, like the rivulus, is
dorsoventrally compressed. Thus, we must investigate the morphology of such species with
similar behaviors and/or body plans to see if there are divergences from the typical teleost
musculature as found in the mangrove rivulus. Do other dorsoventrally compressed fishes
have V-shaped myomeres? Are there distinct dorsal and ventral longitudinal muscle
bundles? A comparative study across the fish world, studying other amphibious fishes with
similar body shapes would help answer these questions and provide insight into the
evolutionary origins of this muscular morphology. Studying the relationship between
fishes with longitudinal muscle bundles, a dorsoventrally compressed body plan, and an
amphibious life history will suggest how differences in the environment might select for
variation in axial musculature.
Along with morphology, it is important to further consider the different fiber types
present in axial muscle, which can have a large influence on animal performance
(Hernandez, 2005). White muscle in most fish families generates power and speed with its
fast-glycolytic properties, often observed in fast-starts to catch prey or in escape responses,
and comprises most of the myomeres, approximately 70% of the fish muscle type (Sanger
& Stoiber, 2001). Conversely, the red muscle can be described as more economical
compared to white muscle. Its slow-oxidative properties support low-energy movements
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and cruising. Typically found laterally, red muscle fiber generally constitutes around 30%
of fish muscle type (Sanger & Stoiber, 2001).
Fiber typing the mangrove rivulus will provide a more complete understanding of
the muscle fiber types associated in each region of the body. Characterizing the type and
distribution of muscle fibers in the mangrove rivulus, with such a specialized lifestyle, may
present a unique fiber type composition. Perhaps these fish have a higher percentage of
white fibers to facilitate the fast tail-flipping behavior; although more fatigable, this fiber
type generates higher force outputs (Ashley-Ross & Barker, 2002). The dorsal and ventral
longitudinal bundles may provide sufficient muscle mass to facilitate the mangrove rivulus’
controlled acrobatic behaviors. While these muscles are not in a great mechanical position
to generate the curling behavior, they are in a good position to straighten the body from a
tail-twisted posture; we still do not know which muscles are generating the 90° twist.
Understanding muscle morphology and fiber type will give us greater insight into how the
unusual tail-flipping behavior is generated and controlled.
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Figure 4.1

Figure 4.1 Left: Lateral view of axial musculature and fiber orientation of juvenile
Micropterus salmoides (I) and adult Kryptolebias marmoratus (II). Right: Superficial axial
musculature of the two fish species. Red arrows indicate the novel band of dorsal and
ventral longitudinal muscle on K. marmoratus. Blue arrows indicate the horizontal septum,
which spans the length of the body.
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Figure 4.2

Figure 4.2 Lateral view of myomere arrangement and fiber type orientation of juvenile
Micropterus salmoides (left panel) and adult Kryptolebias marmoratus (right panel). Dark
grey area denotes longitudinal muscle bundles in K. marmoratus with black lines
representing muscle fibers in the longitudinal regions, lighter grey lines denote muscle
fibers in the non-longitudinal regions, and black lines distinguish individual myomeres (A
= Anterior, P = Posterior).
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Figure 4.3

Figure 4.3 Ventral view of K. marmoratus, highlighting the ventral longitudinal bundle of
muscle. For orientation purposes, the anal fin is attached to the longitudinal muscle and the
hypaxial musculature is directly anterior to the longitudinal muscle (A = Anterior, P =
Posterior). The hypaxial muscle is immediately below the horizontal myoseptum (see
Figure 4.2 for reference).
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Figure 4.4

Figure 4.4 Dorsolateral view of Kryptolebias marmoratus, highlighting the dorsal
longitudinal bundle of muscle with epaxial musculature immediately adjacent (A =
Anterior, P = Posterior). Skin was removed, followed by Lugol’s iodine staining to more
easily differentiate the myomeres and muscle fibers. Please see Figure 4.2 for reference of
muscles oriented along the body.
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Figure 4.5

Figure 4.5 Lateral view of K. marmoratus, highlighting the dorsal and ventral longitudinal
bundles of muscle with epaxial and hypaxial musculature immediately adjacent,
respectively (A = Anterior, P = Posterior).
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CONCLUSION TO THE DISSERTATION
With the completion of this dissertation, we have successfully demonstrated the
kinematics used by the mangrove rivulus to venture out of the water and onto land, along
with describing in detail the kinetics and axial motor patterns of the terrestrial tail-flip. We
have learned that three modes are used to transition from water to land: the launch, squiggle,
and pounce (Chapter I). Ground reaction forces of the mangrove rivulus were greatest in
the anteroposterior and mediolateral directions, indicative of their kinematic output to
generate effective lateral displacement; however, impulse in the vertical direction was
greatest (Chapter II). We observed a different motor pattern driving the terrestrial tail-flip
compared to the aquatic escape response (Chapter III). And we observed a different axial
musculature arrangement, with what appears to be separate dorsal and ventral longitudinal
muscle bundles that span the entire axial length of the body (Chapter IV). We can now
build on this knowledge to test new hypotheses about closely related species and other
fishes with similar morphological characteristics.
In many of these kinematic and kinetic studies, we tested the juvenile largemouth
bass, Micropterus salmoides (Perciformes), for comparative purposes since they are an
exclusively aquatic teleost fish that are distantly related to the mangrove rivulus. We
wanted to know how similar or different their behaviors might be compared to the
amphibious nature of the mangrove rivulus. In the future, we plan to compare the
kinematics and motor patterns of the sister taxon of the mangrove rivulus, Kryptolebias
hermaphroditus, which is also a self-fertilizing hermaphrodite, along with other closely
related and morphologically similar cyprinodontiform fishes. Other actinopterygian fishes
are also able to perform the tail-flip (Gibb et al., 2013), and we plan to conduct further
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electromyographic experiments to record the motor patterns of those fishes to observe how
widespread and how “old” the motor pattern we observed in the mangrove rivulus is across
the fish phylogeny. I also plan to explore the neural circuitry of the mangrove rivulus. The
Mauthner neuron is a synapomorphy of actinopterygian fishes and is part of a network of
neurons in the hind brain that assists in the aquatic escape response (Zottoli, 1978; Eaton
et al., 2001; Hale et al., 2002). We predict that this neuronal escape network is present in
the mangrove rivulus and initiates the motor pattern we observed in the terrestrial tail-flip.
To test if the motor pattern we observed in the tail-flip was due to a difference in
neural circuitry or a change in the environment (water vs. land), biorobotics will be able to
help us remove the environment as a confounding factor. Again, in the distant future, we
can develop a size-matched “ichthybot” set to locomote via the same motor pattern that
drives the terrestrial tail-flip. We will then place the “ichthybot” into the water and observe
its behavioral output, and then place the bio-inspired robot on land and observe its behavior.
Another future study will include testing the hormonal profiles of these selffertilizing hermaphroditic fish. Harrington (1967) found that when eggs are reared in cold
water conditions, male rivulus will hatch, referred to as primary males. Hermaphroditic
rivulus can also transition to males if they remain in cold water, referred to as secondary
males (Harrington, 1967). In one study where the mangrove rivulus were put through
various exercise assays on land, I noticed after a few weeks that some of the hermaphrodites
began the transition into males, phenotypically expressed by an orange coloration
(Harrington, 1967). Future plans include collecting hormones (estradiol and 11ketotestosterone [11-KT]) from these fish before, during, and after the exercise assays,
since it appears that the stress of locomoting on land for extended periods of time is also
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responsible for a shift in sex, which has not yet been documented in any vertebrate.
Estradiol tends to be at higher concentrations than 11-KT in both males and hermaphrodites
(Ryan Earley, personal communication). 11-KT typically circulates at very low levels but
can have dramatic effects on the phenotype, perhaps because it binds the androgen receptor
with very high affinity (Earley, personal communication). For mangrove rivulus that are
1.5-2 years of age, which will be the case in our future experiment, 11-KT is higher in
males than hermaphrodites and estradiol is at the same concentration for both males and
hermaphrodites (Earley, personal communication). Our expectation is to find a shift toward
higher concentrations of 11-KT as the fish transitions from a hermaphrodite to male while
undergoing the exercise assays. Another component to that study will be to investigate
various populations, since more males have been found in certain Belize populations,
ranging from 10-25%, with males representing 1-2% of the populations throughout the rest
of their geographic range (Mackiewicz et al. 2006b, Turner et al. 1992; 2006). Reasons are
still unknown and require further investigation.
We do not know much about the dispersal abilities in this species, let alone how
these fish might perform terrestrially in different habitats (substrate type, air temperature,
in the presence of intraspecifics or predators, etc.). How do mangrove rivulus get into logs?
What sensory organs are used to find logs or other types of shelter when on land? Are these
fish capable of feeding on land without immediately returning to water? Conducting these
studies within and across distinct geographical areas and within and across genetically
distinct populations will allow us to understand how genetics and kinematics change in
different ecological contexts and through time. The mangrove rivulus is a terrific model
organism to answer these important biological questions.
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APPENDIX A
The link below is provided to access the raw R code, written by Dr. Sandy M. Kawano,
along with annotations by Dr. Kawano and Benjamin M. Perlman, in order to analyze the
ground reaction force data for Chapter II. PDF files are provided in the WakeSpace
repository.
http://hdl.handle.net/10339/58900
Appendix_A_Step_1_Calibrate_and_Organize_Data.pdf
Appendix_A_Step_2_Filter_Data.pdf
Appendix_A_Step_3_Post_Filter_Processing.pdf
Appendix_A_Step_4_Results.pdf
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APPENDIX B
Here are the links to my published papers related to the dissertation.
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APPENDIX C
The following published abstracts are from the Society for Integrative and Comparative
Biology (SICB) Annual Meetings where my undergraduate assistants, colleagues, and
myself presented this work in the form of an oral presentation or poster presentation. These
abstracts represent projects directly related to my dissertation research. Links are also
provided to access all files.
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Appendix C 1: http://sicb.org/meetings/2012/schedule/abstractdetails.php?id=1058
Flipping out: jumping performance of mangrove rivulus (Kryptolebias marmoratus)
from different geographic locations
PERLMAN, B.M.1; ASHLEY-ROSS, M.A.1; GIBB, A.C.2; EARLEY, R.L.3
Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, NC1; Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff,
AZ2; University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL3
Mangrove rivulus (Kryptolebias marmoratus) inhabit brackish water habitats of often poor
water quality, and perhaps as a result are found in crab burrows, hollowed out logs, or
among wet leaf litter in mangrove swamps. K. marmoratus is capable of directed terrestrial
movement via a tail-flip behavior that moves the fish several body lengths in a single jump.
As the precise mechanisms underlying their terrestrial locomotion have not been described,
our goal was to quantify the movements these fish make when on land. Fish representing
isogenic lineages from multiple populations across their geographic range were tested,
including Florida and Belize. Individual fish were placed in a wading pool covered in damp
bench liner paper, and allowed to voluntarily jump for two minutes, followed immediately
by a 30 second chasing trial to elicit maximal jump performance. A camera (60 fps) was
placed above the wading pool to record all trials. Body movements and the following
variables were quantified: number of jumps, jump trajectory, average and maximum jump
distance. In a typical jump, the fish faces the stimulus, resting on its ventral side, and rotates
the posterior half of its body 90°, splaying its caudal fin flat against the substrate. During
the tail-flip, the fish curls its head over its tail, and pushes the tail against the substrate to
spring into the air. Upon jump completion, the fish may reorient its body to face the
stimulus via a squiggle, and execute another jump. Number and average and maximum
jump distance decreased with increasing body length and mass. Populations varied in jump
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performance, suggesting habitat and morphological differences drive the observed
kinematics.
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Appendix C 2: http://sicb.org/meetings/2012/schedule/abstractdetails.php?id=457
Jumping performance of largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides) across a size
gradient
CARPENTER-CARTER, S.; PERLMAN, B.M.; ASHLEY-ROSS, M.A.
Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, NC
Some fishes may temporarily become stranded on land due to efforts to escape predation,
find resources, or escape poor water quality. While adult mangrove rivulus and mosquito
fish are capable of tail-flipping to produce directed movements on land, adult largemouth
bass (Micropterus salmoides) do not seem to possess this ability. We hypothesized that
scaling of body mass versus muscle cross-sectional area may result in a threshold size,
above which a fish is no longer able to jump or attempt to tail-flip on land. We examined
the relationship between body size and jumping ability in juvenile largemouth bass,
specifically hypothesizing that the propensity to jump and jump distance would decrease
with increasing body size. Individual fish (n = 9) were placed in the center of a kiddie pool
and allowed to voluntarily jump for two minutes; all movements were recorded with a
video camera (60 fps) above the pool. Videos were imported into ImageJ and the following
variables were recorded: number of jumps, average and maximum jump distance, jump
trajectory, and other movements. Jump trajectories were variable, but clustered around 180
degrees, indicating that bass tended to jump over their tail. Linear regressions showed that
number of average and maximum jumps and jump distance were not correlated with
increasing body length or mass. Though not statistically significant, there was a trend of
decreasing maximum jump distance as body length increased. Regardless of body length
or mass, juvenile largemouth bass spent proportionally more time flipping, bouncing,
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rolling, or twisting their body than jumping, suggesting that bass of any size possess limited
capacity for producing directed movements on land.
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Appendix C 3: http://sicb.org/meetings/2012/schedule/abstractdetails.php?id=381
Heads or tails? Two different ways for fish to jump
ASHLEY-ROSS, M.A.1; PERLMAN, B.M.1; CARPENTER-CARTER, S.1; GIBB, A.C.2;
EARLEY, R.3
Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, NC1; Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff,
AZ2; University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL3
Multiple species of small littoral fish have been described to move on land by executing a
“tail-flip” behavior in which the fish forcefully pushes the tail against the substrate and
launches into the air. We hypothesized that possibly all teleost fish below a threshold mass,
and with a fusiform body shape, would be capable of tail-flipping. We tested this idea by
comparing terrestrial movements of a species known for coordinated tail-flipping,
Kryptolebias marmoratus, with those of largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides), which
as adults are known to flop ineffectually on land, and are only distantly related to K.
marmoratus. We recorded movements of juvenile largemouth bass that were sized
similarly to adult K. marmoratus using high-speed video (500 fps) and compared
movement patterns of the two species. K. marmoratus always jumps via the tail-flip
mechanism, in which the animal lifts its head from the substrate and curls it up and over
the caudal peduncle, then straightens its body, pushing the tail against the ground to spring
into a ballistic trajectory that moves the animal several body lengths from its starting point.
We expected that juvenile bass would use tail-flipping as well, but surprisingly found that
while bass can jump, it was most often accomplished by a completely different movement
pattern, in which the fish would rapidly bend its entire body toward the substrate, bringing
head and tail toward one another, and launching into the air by the violent displacement of
the center of mass. Kinematics of the M. salmoides jumps suggest that the animal is
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attempting to execute a C-start behavior on land, which results in minimally directed,
uncoordinated terrestrial movement.
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Appendix C 4: http://www.sicb.org/meetings/2014/schedule/abstractdetails.php?id=993
What a fine spine: ontogenetic changes in the vertebral column of the mangrove
rivulus (Kryptolebias marmoratus)
TIETBOHL, M.D.; PERLMAN, B.M.; ASHLEY-ROSS, M.A.
Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, NC
Kryptolebias marmoratus is a unique quasi-amphibious fish with the ability to move over
land via controlled jumps generated by the axial musculoskeletal system. As a part of a
study of the ontogeny of terrestrial jumping ability, we examined the development of the
caudal vertebrae, quantifying inter-vertebral as well as ontogenetic differences. We
predicted isometric scaling of the linear dimensions of the vertebral centra and neural and
hemal spines with growth. We also predicted, based on previous research with adult fish
of multiple species, that neural and hemal spine angles would become more acute toward
the tail. Five individuals were selected for each of six age groups (1, 2, 4, 8, 12, and 16
weeks post-hatching) and cleared and stained. The most posterior twelve vertebrae anterior
to the terminal (hypural) vertebra were photographed using a stereomicroscope and the
following variables were digitally analyzed: vertebrae length/height, neural/hemal spine
angles relative to the long axis of the centrum, neural/hemal spine lengths, number of
intervertebral joints spanned by the neural/hemal spines, and area of the hypurals.
Ossification of the vertebral column was completed by week 4; spines were fully ossified
by week 8. As predicted, centrum height and length increased with age, and from posterior
to anterior position within the column. In contrast, spine length increased in the posterior
direction as well as the number of joints spanned by the neural and hemal spines, increasing
to 2-3 joints toward the tail. Neural and hemal spine angles became more acute toward the
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tail in all age classes. We would predict the jumping ability of these fish to improve with
age as vertebral elements further ossify.
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Appendix C 5: http://www.sicb.org/meetings/2014/schedule/abstractdetails.php?id=918
Terrestrial jumping performance differs among genetically isolated populations of
mangrove rivulus, Kryptolebias marmoratus
ASHLEY-ROSS, M.A.1; PERLMAN, B.M.1; GIBB, A.C.2; EARLEY, R.L.3
Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, NC1; Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff,
AZ2; University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, AL3
Kryptolebias marmoratus (Cyprinodontiformes) is distributed from the Atlantic coast of
central Florida throughout the Caribbean as far as southern Brazil. It is notable for (1)
making regular excursions onto land as part of its life history, and (2) being one of only
two vertebrate species known to consist primarily of self-fertilizing hermaphrodites. We
asked whether populations of K. marmoratus that are both geographically and genetically
isolated from one another differ in terrestrial jumping performance. Six genetic lineages
originally collected from three sites in Florida and three in the Caribbean (mainland
Honduras, Belize, and Roatan Island) and maintained for multiple generations in the lab
were assayed, thus ensuring that any differences observed would be attributable solely to
genetics. Eight individuals per lineage were, one at a time, placed on a damp substrate
inside a shallow wading pool, and observed without disturbance for two minutes, followed
by 30 seconds in which the fish were repeatedly approached in order to elicit a maximal
jump. Trials were recorded from above by a video camera (60 fps). The following
measurements were made by analysis of the video using ImageJ: number of jumps, latency
to first jump, average and maximum jump distance, angular trajectory of the jump, and
total and net distances moved during the voluntary trial. Principal component analysis
revealed that populations differed significantly in jump performance, with Florida
populations having a higher propensity to jump, and longer jumps, than Caribbean
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populations. K. marmoratus may thus serve as a model system in which to examine the
genetic basis of locomotor performance.
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Appendix C 6: http://www.sicb.org/meetings/2015/schedule/abstractdetails.php?id=434
Morphology and fiber type of the axial musculature in adult Kryptolebias marmoratus
(Cyprinodontiformes) and juvenile Micropterus salmoides (Perciformes)
FASANO, M.L.; PERLMAN, B.M.; ASHLEY-ROSS, M.A.
Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, NC
Kryptolebias marmoratus (Cyprinodontiformes), the mangrove rivulus, is a quasiamphibious species of fish known to make directed movements on land by means of a tailflip behavior involving the axial musculoskeletal system. We asked whether the
morphology and fiber type of the axial myotomes have been specialized to facilitate this
terrestrial behavior. We compared two different populations of K. marmoratus, one from
Lighthouse Reef Atoll, Belize, and one from the Florida Keys, Florida, USA, to sizematched non-amphibious juvenile Micropterus salmoides (Perciformes), the largemouth
bass, via gross dissection and muscle fiber typing using antibody staining. For gross
dissection, preserved specimens of K. marmoratus (n = 4) and M. salmoides (n = 3) were
skinned and stained with Lugol’s iodine prior to being photographed by a light microscope.
Detailed drawings of muscle morphology were made with a camera lucida along with
taking and importing photographs into Canvas. We found that the myotomal arrangement
of the mangrove rivulus has a “V” shape with respect to the long axis of the body, with
distinct dorsal and ventral longitudinal bundles of muscle, differing from the characteristic
“W” morphology of teleost myomeres as exemplified by the juvenile bass. For muscle fiber
typing, specimens (n = 8 K. marmoratus [n = 4 per population]; n = 3 M. salmoides) were
fixed in Carnoy’s solution and stained with primary antibodies S58 and MF20 for
immunohistochemistry. Both populations of K. marmoratus were found to have only fast
glycolytic muscle fibers in both anterior and posterior axial regions, with no slow oxidative
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fibers present. We suggest that the morphological and fiber type differences in K.
marmoratus represent specializations for terrestrial jumping.
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Appendix C 7: http://www.sicb.org/meetings/2015/schedule/abstractdetails.php?id=410
Terrestrial habitat selection in the mangrove rivulus, Kryptolebias marmoratus
SIMMS, M.H.V.; PERLMAN, B.M.; ASHLEY-ROSS, M.A.
Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, NC
Kryptolebias marmoratus is a quasi-amphibious species living in upper intertidal zones of
mangrove swamps that is able to survive outside of water for many hours, and on rare
occasions, weeks at a time. K. marmoratus is often found living in burrows of land crabs
and feeds on insects both in and out of the water. As vision in air versus water is necessarily
different due to the change in refractive index of the medium, we asked what simple visual
cues were used by K. marmoratus when moving on land. We hypothesized that the fish
might prefer dark areas, or might prefer structures. A shallow kiddie pool was painted to
have one quarter black, while the other three were painted white. The black quarter and
one white quarter were left devoid of structures; the remaining sections had pieces of white
and black PVC pipe, respectively, placed in them. The location of the structures was
randomized from trial to trial. The pool was lined with wetted bench liner paper to prevent
the fish from desiccating. Individuals (n = 13 fish; n = 4 trials per fish) were placed under
a cup in the center of the kiddie pool, and a Kodak PlaySport camera was placed above the
pool to record each two minute trial of the fish voluntarily moving around. Overall, K.
marmoratus spent more time in the sections with the presence of a PVC pipe compared to
the empty sections. Interestingly, specimens spent more time in the white empty section
compared to the black empty section, which was opposite of our prediction. Fish spent
more time in the sections with the white PVC pipe compared to the black PVC pipe. These
results suggest that K. marmoratus is able to see in air with enough acuity that it is able to
choose destinations containing potential hiding structures.
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Appendix C 8: http://www.sicb.org/meetings/2015/schedule/abstractdetails.php?id=472
An odd little fish that spends time…on land!
PERLMAN, B.M.; ASHLEY-ROSS, M.A.
Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, NC
The evolution of jointed limbs, flexible axial skeletons, and a reduction in body armor
allowed early vertebrates to transition from water to land in the Devonian period, about
370 million years ago. The mangrove rivulus, Kryptolebias marmoratus, is a quasiamphibious modern teleost with no obvious morphological characteristics that would
suggest these fish would be able to efficiently move onto land. We recorded several aspects
of their aquatic versus terrestrial behaviors: (1) kinematics of the water-to-land transition
and terrestrial excursions, (2) forces generated during terrestrial leaping, and (3) motor
patterns of the axial musculature during aquatic escape responses and terrestrial jumps. We
compared adult K. marmoratus to size-matched non-amphibious juvenile largemouth bass,
Micropterus salmoides, which make extremely rare forays onto land. We found K.
marmoratus to use three behaviors when transitioning onto land: launch, squiggle, and
pounce. Once on land, K. marmoratus jumps up to 10 body lengths by rotating its head
over the long axis of its body and pressing its caudal peduncle against the substrate to
launch into ballistic flight. K. marmoratus forces were in the anteroposterior and
mediolateral orientations, whereas the bass generated almost all of their forces in the
vertical direction with little lateral displacement. Terrestrial motor patterns differed from
aquatic escape responses in adult K. marmoratus, whereas juvenile bass showed similar
axial motor patterns in both media. K. marmoratus is capable of exploiting different
environments without having any obvious morphological adaptations to move on land. We
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must revisit some of our understanding of the fossil record, as form does not always predict
function.
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Appendix C 9: http://www.sicb.org/meetings/2016/schedule/abstractdetails.php?id=308
Effects of captivity on terrestrial performance of mangrove rivulus (Kryptolebias
marmoratus)
PERLMAN, B.M.; ASHLEY-ROSS, M.A.
Wake Forest University, Winston-Salem, NC
Mangrove rivulus (Kryptolebias marmoratus) is a self-fertilizing hermaphroditic fish,
giving rise to progeny that are isogenic clones of the parent generation. Found in mangrove
swamps from central Florida, USA, to southern Brazil, these amphibious fish make
occasional bouts onto land using the tail-flip to locomote when out of the water. Most often
housed in the lab in small containers without the ability to access non-aquatic environments,
we predicted that individuals from different populations, both genetically distinct and
geographically distant, would decline in jumping performance when in captive conditions.
We collected specimens in the field from three genetically different populations in the
Florida Keys, USA (n = 5 individuals per population), and three populations from
Lighthouse Reef Atoll, Belize (n = 12 individuals per population). All Florida individuals
underwent an exercise assay once per month for a 13 month period. Six individuals from
each Belize population underwent exercise assays for all 13 months, with the remaining
individuals acting as a control, undergoing the exercise assay for only the first and final
months to determine the effects of periodic exercise vs. no exercise on jumping
performance. Individuals were placed in a shallow, empty wading pool covered with
wetted bench liner paper with a camera (60 fps) suspended above the arena to record all
behaviors. Fish were able to voluntarily move for two minutes, immediately followed by
30 seconds of being chased in the arena to elicit maximum jumping performance. Latency
to first movement and jump performance changed through time for both geographically
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distant and genetically distinct populations, suggesting that captivity and genetic
differences interact to produce changes in jumping performance.
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